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• Consumer advocate

Nader speaks out for civic life
"The commonwealth of propbecause we grew up corporate,"
erty, including the public airNader said.
Nader brought his message waves, owned by the American
"Growing up corporate" in about the dangers of incorpora- people is the greatest wealth in
modern American society was tion to Maine when he referred the country, but we're never told
the central theme when world- to pulp and paper companies' any of this," he said.
Instead of living under the
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See NADER on page 9
"We never demanded safety citizens, Nader said.
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff

• Pi Kappa Alpha

New fraternity to arrive at UMaine
By Sheryl Mayuski
Maine Campus staff

fraternity has been working toward
receiving its charter since April
1995.
The fraternity had to set goals,
concerning such things as the number of members,community service
hours and a minimum GPA, and
achieve those goals in order to be
chartered, Douglass said.
The fraternity also had to present
a number ofbooks for each position
in the fraternity that explain in great
detail what they had done over the
last two years.
Pike wasthen inspected on April
5 by members from its national office and two other chapters at the
University of New Hampshire and
Northeastern University.
Pike has been welcomed into
the Greek community and the reception it has gotten from other
Greeks has been positive,Pike Pres-

The last time it happened was
twenty-seven years ago, but next
Ralph Nader, long time defender of consumer rights, speaks week a new fraternity will be charagainst corporatization of America at the Maine Center for tered at the University of Maine.
the Arts Thursday night. (Joel Page Photo.)
"I think at first people were quite
weary of having a new fraternity
• Women's Center
come onto a campus where the
Greek system is not flourishing,but
Pike has shown Greeks and nonGreeks alike that the "Animal
House" mentality can be broken,"
said Jason McCrevan,external vice
Wendy Erickson, of the Re- president for Pike.
By Krista Marrs
The 45 fraternity members will
and Sponsored Programs
search
Maine Campus staff
Department, brought her 6-year- be initiated May 2 by Pi Kappa AlGirls of all ages took part in old daughter, Deanna, to the cen- pha's National Supreme Council and
will celebrate May 3 by having a
their mothers' day, either in the ter's events.
banquet, DiPietro said.
chartering
me
with
work
to
"I bring her
office or in the classroom, Thursto RussDouglass,vice
According
day for Take Your Daughters To
See DAUGHTER on page 4
Pi
of
Kappa Alpha, the
president
Work Day.
"It is good for the girls to see
their mothers interacting outside
ofthe homes,"said Sharon Barker,
director ofthe Women's Resource
Center."It is a great experience for
them."
Many faculty members and students brought their daughters to
the center for a day full of events,
which included breakfast with
University ofMaine women's basketball players Stacey Porrini,
Kelly Stubbs and Amy Vachon.
The players signed autographs and
took the girls to the field house to
show them some basketball moves.
"I think this is a great opportunity for kids to go to work with
their mothers to see what they can
do in the future," Porrini said. "I
am glad to take part in the event
and to just have a good time with
the kids."
This is the fourth year that Take
Your Daughters To Work Day, a
nationwide event sponsored by Ms.
Foundation, has taken place at
UMaine.Each year,the day allows
J.B. sucks every last drop out of his Juicy-Juice drink during snacktime. He was part of the
girls of all ages to have a day with
for kids who are on spring break,
their mother to see whatshe does at storybook time that was held in the bookstore yesterday
Photo.)
Bailey
(Stef
university.
work or in the classroom at school. and whose parents are students at the

Girls get first hand look
at the working world

Story time at the university

ident Todd DiPietro said.
In fact, Pike has been so well
received by other Greek organizations that it was given a standing
ovation at Greek Sing after the announcementthat it would receive its
charter, Douglass said.
McCrevan said he joined Pike
because he thought starting an organization from scratch would be
a challenge.
"Instead of continuing a tradition, I wanted to be someone who
started the tradition,"McCrevan said.
Robert Dana, associate dean for
the Center for Students and Community Life, who is also responsible for
Greek affairs, said Pike is currently
the largest fraternity on campus and
has worked hard at getting chartered.
"They're a great group of individuals," Dana said. "I think that
they will bring a lot to the university community."

INSIDE
• Local
Sixties radical writes on the
"Fat Trip."
page 3

• Editorial
Part three of Labby's dictionary alterations.
page 12

• Style
Billings Brew Band releases
debut CD.

page 14

• Sports
Rex Turner has sparked
Maine baseball.
page 17

WEATHER
Mostly sunny,
highs in the 40s.
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• Revamping

• Disarmament

New agency gets go-ahead in Mexico

China and Russia agree on reduction

MEXICO CITY(AP)— Mexico will open a new anti-drug agency in the nextfew
1 weeks and staff it with up to 1,500 trained agents, part of a broad overhaul of the
country's troubled drug fighting program.
The agency will replace the corruption-ridden National Institute for the Combat of
Drugs, said a U.S. official familiar with the development who spoke on condition of

MOSCOW(AP)— Russia,China and three Central Asian countries agreed today to
troops along their lengthy border,the scene offrequent tension during Soviet times.
The presidents of the five countries, who signed the deal at a Kremlin ceremony,
praised the agreement as an important step toward making the border area more secure and
tranquil.
Chinese President Jiang Zemin said the accord was a "security model that differs from the
Cold War mentality."
China shares a 4,340-mile border with the four countries, all former Soviet republics. The
border was heavily guarded during the Soviet era, and border clashes broke out on occasion.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin said the border agreement was "a breakthrough for the
Asian-Pacific region."
"It took us seven years to achieve this unprecedented result," Yeltsin said ofthe agreement,
which was also signed by Kazakstan,Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan.
The agreement reflects the steadily improving relations between Russia and China,
communist rivals for three decades after relations soured in the late 1950s.
The Chinese leader,on afive-day visit to Russia,met Yeltsin on Wednesday and they agreed
to work toward a "multipolar world," partly to lessen the global clout of the United States.

anonymity.
Federal police inspecting a tanker in the northern state of Tamaulipas that was heading
toward the U.S. border discovered 6.6 tons of cocaine in 400 plastic packages. The cocaine
seizure on Wednesday,110 milesfrom the Texas border, was the largest in Mexico since 1993.
The new anti-drug agency will be led by a special prosecutor who will report directly to
the attorney general's office.
The institute is semi-autonomous and staffed largely by poorly trained and low-paid
agents hired on the recommendation ofgovernment officials or friends high up in the ruling
Institutional Revolutionary Party. Its former head has been indicted for taking payoffs from
one of Mexico's most notorious and slippery drug lords.
For months,U.S.officials have been quietly suggesting that Mexico replace the institute.
A panel of 12 leading Mexican jurists recommended just such a move earlier this month.
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• No sale

Betel nut marketing
under serious attack
TAIPEI,Taiwan(AP)—Thebetel nutis under attack,
not least for the scantily clad schoolgirls who sell it
Last week, Premier Lien Chan ordered a crackdown on the popular snack, blaming the industry for mouth
cancer and sidewalks fouled by people spitting out blobs of
chewed nut. He also accused it of "fanning licentiousness"
by attracting customers with young,female employees wearing revealing outfits.
The anti-betel nut campaign is one of the periodic bouts of
official outrage and cleanup that punctuate Taiwan's traditionally liberal view on mixing business and sex.
At plushly decorated "barber shops," women "barbers"
offer various services besides haircuts. Some real estate agents
push new apartments by hiring women draped in nothing but
shawls to perform a striptense
The betel nut — a mild stimulant that stains the lips red —
became the focus ofsuggestive marketing techniques about two
years ago when competition heated up, pushing out the elderly
women who used to run the snack stands.
The new saleswomen are a striking spectacle by contrast.
One — her hair dyed yellow, her fmgernails painted black, her
leather shorts revealing a lot of leg — was furious about the
government's crackdown.
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• Investigation

Political rally rocked by
grenade attack, 16 dead

her
WeatForecast
The Local

PHNOM PENH,Cambodia(AP)— The FBI will
help Cambodia investigate a grenade attack on a political rally that killed at least 16 people and injured more
than 100, Cambodian officials said today.
"I expect the FBI's assistance will contribute greatly to the Today's Weather
investigation," said Interior Minister Sar Itheng.
Partly sunny. Highs in
In the most serious incident of political violence since the 40s.
multiparty democracy was installed in 1993, four grenades
were thrown into a crowd of demonstrators led by Khmer
Nation Party president Sam Rainsy on March 30.
Human rights observers and many members of parliament Saturday's Outlook
have said they suspect the Cambodia People's Party of being
Mostly sunny. Highs in
behind the attack, reducing the chances that the perpetrators
upper 40s to lower 50s.
the
will be brought tojustice. The party controls the judiciary and
much of the Interior Ministry.
Second Prime Minister Hun Sen,a party leader,blamed the
attack on Sam Rainsy, who he said should be held responsible
for the deaths because he led the demonstration.
Extended Forecast
The Interior Ministry requested the assistance of the FBI
Sunday... Fair. Monfrom the U.S. Embassy, said Sar Kheng.
FBI
that
day... Rain developing.
A U.S. Embassy spokesman confirmed today
details.
Tuesday... Rain ending.
officials had agreed to help, but said she had no
U.S.
"With the cooperation of the host government, the
government investigates any incident of terrorism abroad in
which an American is involved," said Damaris Kirchhofer.
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• Socialist-Marxist Luncheon

Past activist explores longevity of Grateful Dead
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff
Carol Brightman doesn't look like a
former 1960s radical who used to live in
a commune at Berkeley. Then again, she
also doesn't look like someone who once
joined a group of friends in torching a
mannequin whose Barbie Doll image offended her. Reading from her unfinished
book about the Grateful Dead,"Fat Trip,"
Brightman asked a Bangor Lounge audience yesterday how Jerry and Co. have
managed to ride through the last three
decades.
"I think they have a universal appeal,"
said Jason Moore, a senior English major, adding that the Dead promote fundamental American ideals like traveling,
hanging out with friends and being in
love."They're top-notch. America's best
band."
Brightman, who won a National Book
Critics Award in 1992 for "Writing Dangerously: Mary McCarthy and Her
World," was more active in the political
scene of the 1960s than the music scene.
She founded and editedViet Report, a
magazine that exposed the war in Vietnam. When she decided to do "Fat Trip,"
she went to concerts to interview fans.
"I never became a Deadhead," she
said. "Often I was the only person who
wasn't stoned at these concerts." But
after a while she started to "get it."
"One of the reasons this band lasted
so long is that it gave young people a
place to go, culturally and physically,"

she said. "It's no accident people found a
safe haven in the Grateful Dead community. Somehow, once the band was embraced, the political attitudes of the band
were also embraced." People were relieved to be able to hang out,smoke dope
and not be told what to do, she said.
She said she knew Jerry Garcia, but
put off a formal interview until it was too
late because she wasn't sure what to ask.
Brightman was able to interview other
band members in 1992 and again after
Garcia's death in 1995. She said the best
interviews were given after Garcia's death
because band members didn't feel like
they had to protect Garcia anymore. She
also obtained a CIA report from the 1970s
for research and was surprised to discover that the CIA was monitoring concerts
as if fans were a security risk.
"I find it's still a very live decade,"
Brightman said. "A lot of the issues are
still alive."
Ken Goss,a Bangor resident, attributCarol Brightman reads from the rough draft of her uncompleted book on the
ed the Grateful Dead's appeal to a numGrateful Dead, "Fat Trip," at Thursday's Socialist-Marxist Luncheon: (Dave
ber of things.
Photo.)
Gagne
"But I think there was a little bit of
Franzosa said he was too young to parmagic with that too," he said with a large almost 20 Grateful Dead concerts. He said
their
ticipate in the social changes of the 1960s,
grin. He said he went to a Dead concert in the Dead play a variety of music,from
the 1980s and had all of his belongings own songs to interpretations ofothers'tunes so he's looking forward to reading Brightman's book.
stolen. Fellow Dead followers gave him that appeal to a variety of people.
a tent, food and a backpack. He said that
type of "take care of one another" attitude kind of fell apart after Jerry's death.
"I think they're a good concert band.
From night to night when they play, they
don't play the same old songs," said Bob
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
Franzosa, a math professor who went to

The Maine Campus recycles.

Share it with a friend.

The Maine Campus

TOP TEN REASONS TO ATTEND MAINE DAY!
10.
9.
8.
7.
6.
s.
4.
3.
7-

Continue the Tradition.
Take PRIDE in the MAINE Campus.
free wake-up call by the UMaine Band.
Make the campus look 611[AT!
Prizes! Prizes! Prizes!
Throw a pie at a teacher or staff member.
NAIL
tio dasses! !
fret food.

And the number 1 reason to attend Maine Day is:

STEPHEN KING MOVIE MARATHON
"Cujo" and "The Shining" will play on a huge outdoor screen Tuesday, April 29th, 8:00 pm
(the night before MAINE DAY)in the Alfond Arena Parking lot
(The memorial Gym if it is raining).
It's FREE!!! Bring a chair or a blanket.

Sponsored by SAA,UMGAA,ROC and Comp. Fee
MAINE DAY works when we ALL participate!
Call 581-1142 to sign-up
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Sex Matters
Q: Since the
start of the semester I've developed a very
close friendship
with this guy. It
seems we do everything together — hanging out, talking on the phone
'al all hours of the night, going places
together as a couple (everything from
parties, movies and dinner to church).
Many people assume we're dating.
We've never done anything romantic
together — but I have been wondering
where this will lead. Well, he told me
last night when I asked him about it that
he doesn't want to be anything more
than just friends. I'm devastated. Now
what do I do? Female,junior.
A: Like many relationships, it sounds
like when you two met you really "hit it
off" and your relationship seemed to be
like velcro: talking, spending a lot of time
together, sharing your dreams and feelings; more and more of your free time
seemed to evolve around each other. Now
you've reached the next stage, where one
or both people steps back and says: "But
I'm an individual. How does this relationship fit into my life? How do we define
ourselves?" It sounds like that is what last
night was about.
I would let him know that you understand he wants a friendship and that you
do too. You also recognize that on a certain level you had questions about what
your relationship meant to him and to you,
where it was going and if it would lead to

By Sandra L. Caron, Ph.D

Sandra L. Caron is an associate proother things down the road. You were ship can stay the same. Any relationship
unclear about what his feelings were to- that does not progress is dying. One last fessor offamily relations-human sexualiward you. Now you understand: Yes,he's thing: If you did have some hopes or ty in the department of human developreally interested in a friendship and he expectations that this would develop into mentandfamily studies. She teaches CHF
doesn't want your relationship to go any a real love relationship, it is important for 351: Human Sexuality. Questionsfor Cafurther. Now you need to ask yourself if you to grieve the death ofthe dream so that ron should be sent to The Maine Campus,
you are willing to continue this friendship you can move on. Take care of yourself. 4th floor, Chadbourne Hall. Copyright
Sandra L. Caron, 1997.
Best wishes.
if this is all there is.
In many ways, it sounds like he wants
all the symbols without the substance. In
from page 1
your world, where you spend so much
time together and share so much of your- often," Erickson said. "It helps her to feel classes, but it is really fun."
self, things progress. In this world he connected and feel more comfortable with the
Other events scheduled for the day insays "No way." It sounds like he wants a work environment."
cluded videos for the girls, arts and crafts,
friendship that has limits, which he
Deanna said she was looking forward to and surprise give-a-ways at the Women's
doesn't want to see progress into any- making new friends throughout the day and Resource Center.Public Safety Officer Deb
thing else. He seems to want a relation- to having lots offun at the various activities. Mitchell talked to the girls about safety and
ship with brakes.
Daughters were also welcome in the gave them rides around campusin her police
If you are willing to continue the friend- classroom during the day. Students,such as car.
ship knowing his limits, you need to make Lori Jonson, an elementary education maBesides all the fun of meeting new peoit emotionally safe for yourself.That means jor, feels it is important for children to see ple and the activities at the center, the girls
setting up parameters. You need to clarify how college classrooms are run.
were given a chance to look into their fuwho you are and what you feel comforttures
and see what is out there,said Charley
experience
"I think this is an excellent
able doing with him as a friend. For exam- for kids," Jonson said. "They can see that Martin, a work-study student at the center.
ple, you might specify that you are not grown-ups can be fun and exciting in the
"Today is really positive for girls to get
comfortable spending all your free time classroom at school too."
a chance to be on campus and see the various
together and doing things as a couple that
Jonson brought her daughter to classes careers women are in," Martin said. "In
add to the community's perception that last year for the day as well.
terms of aspirations for the future, *girls
you are more than just friends. It's per"I like coming to classes here," 11-year- today are simply unaware of the opportunifectly alright to put limits on this, to pull old Kalina said."It is very differentfrom my ties that are out there for them."
back and see if the relationship holds, so
Martin,ajunior anthropology major with
that it is clear to both of you and to others
a minor in women's studies, said that more
that you are just friends. Besides, how are
events like this one will help girls feel more
you ever going to meet anyone else if you
comfortable in the working world.
spend all your time with this guy?
"Girls must realize there are no barriers
When the two of you are on more solid
in the world and they can succeed in whatground, you can see what happens and
ever they choose to do," Martin said.
where you might want to move from there.
.
ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
The unfortunate reality is that no relation-

Daughter

WASTED
YOUTH.

'dr

ilumst ch XXV
April ?S. ?61

ignig

*The Lineup*
(in nun particular order.)

Boogieman
Something Simple
Jen Spingla
Flunky
HMS
Slick Peter and
Jiggle the Handle
Billings' Brew
the Woodcocks
Ph,
Motel Brown
Chiaband
Ben Mikeiklejohn
The Beat Roots
Brown Hornet
Mystery Machine
Papa Loves MaVo
Spoken Four
null character
BBO Blues Boys 'tra
-r-ige Pleasure
Octane
Busted Fro
Great American Pinkos
Adam White

J.P.

Starting This Friday
at 4 p.m. Clime one,
Came all!
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• Executive

Graduate student gets 'crash course' in town management
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
Town manager, town clerk, tax collector,
town treasurer, police chief, welfare director,
road commissioner,registrar ofvoters and University of Maine graduate student.
These varied roles are juggled on a daily
basis by 25-year-old William "Bill" Post,as he
serves Bradley,a town ofabout 1,100residents.
"I'm in charge of everything from being
sure the culverts are unclogged to balancing the
town's books," he said.
Post, a Waldoboro native, was hired to
serve as Bradley's top executive on April 9,
and he is still adjusting to the pressures of his
new job.
"Getting to classes is difficult," Post said.
"We've had planning board and budget meetings every evening."
Post, who holds a UMaine undergraduate
degree in political science and has worked for
MBNA,is currently enrolled in three courses
through the masters in public administration
program.
The MPA is a course of study designed to
prepare students for careers in town and city
management.
"The 42-credit hour program requires such
courses as administrative theory, personnel
management,financial managementand urban
and regional government,"MPA office manager Lynn Kelley said.
However, the best books and instructors
cannot prepare one for that first professional
position.
"This job is a crash course in everything,"
Post said. "There is a lot more responsibility
since it's a small town."
Ironically,Postapplied forthe Bradley town
management position in hopes ofgaining some

"interviewing experience," but he beat out 13
other qualified applicants for the job.
"A student in a town management position
is not very common," Kelley said. "He's the
first that I knew offrom our masters program."
"The town has been very receptive to a
young town manager," Post said.
Post's two-and-a-half years' experience as
volunteer chair of the UMaine Conduct Committee and position as vice president of the
graduate association for public administration
gave him real-world experience in administration.
"I teamed 'Robert's RulesofOrder'(parliamentary procedure)and discovered his personal methods of initiating with people and the
public," he said.
"My managementstrategy has always been
teamwork," Post said. "It's important to work
with others and incorporate all ideas to develop
a plan of action."
As a successful UMaine graduate, Post
gives the following advice to seniors seeking to
enter the workplace with a perfect job: "You
really nefil to look to the future." You can't sit
back and waitfor itto fall in yourlap. My advice
would be to find something you enjoy doing."
However,Post cautions graduates to view
the working world realistically and nottoexpect
to find a "nice cushy job" right out of school.
Employmentseekers need to expect a period of
hard work,which Post refers to as"putting your
time in."
"I probably put in atleast50 hours per week
at the office," he said."I'm always out looking
for problems to be addressed."
Although he initially considered a legal
career, Post is enjoying his career choice and
plans to remain in town management after
completing his degree.
Post has also volunteered his time to speak

BEAR BREW PUB
Happy hour 3 PM - 7 PM
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Week long nightly food and drink specials
Hours: 11 AM - 1E30 PM Daily
866-BREW

William Post, a UMaine graduate and Bradley town manager, finds the top
management position of a town to be a demanding job. (Dave Gagne Photo.)
with undergraduate public administration stu- more about town management than his studies
dents and has allowed some students to job- ever could.
"I don't think schools do enough hands-on
shadow at his office.
Entering the working world to do the job learning," he said."There's only so much you
that he is training for hastaught Post a great deal can learn in a class."

Learn at the
University of Southern Maine
This Summer
With 4-week and 7-week sessions and numerous special
institutes and courses, USM can provide you with quality
academic experiences this summer.
For information contact Chris at:
University of Southern Maine, Summer Session Office,
37 College Avenue
Gorham, Maine 04038
(207)780-5617 or 1-800-800-4USM, ext. 5617, TTY 780-5646
Web site: VVWW.USM.MAINE.EDU/—SUMMER

111111111M

Stumncr
••„1 "Ii

°University of Southern Maine

THE
BLUE OX ARE
BACK!
BABE WANTS YOU
FOR A GREAT SUMMER JOB

WINTER SESSION IN ENGLAND
December 26-January 10
*The Legends of King Arthur
*Stonehenge *Salisbury Cathedral *Corfee Castle
*The Novels of Thomas Hardy

Be a part of the Blue Ox Team!
'Flexible hours
*Fun atmosphere
*Great extra summer cash!

1 9
;7
Q0-

0 i[1

000
II FIFE] FIB iI FIB 0 0
For more information contact the Continuing Education
Division at the University of Maine (207) 581-3142

On Campus
Call or come see the Ox: 941-2337
21 Main Street Bangor
Ask for Josh or Rebecca
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Signing up for classes?
Curious about what other students have thought
in the past about your professors?

The University Survey and Award Board
proudly presents.....
A Database of Information
on Professors and Courses.
To Access this database called:

The Child of the Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly
•Go to http://www.ume.maine.edui
~USAboard/child.good.bad.ugly.htm

1
Evaluation forms for this semester are now available
for students and professors to distribute in their
classes.
This is a free exchange of information. Call 581-1841 for more information
Thanks to the U.S. Government for passing the First Amendment
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• Student-Centered Awards

• World Game

Students brainstorm for new Professors recognized by
solutions to global problems students for excellence
By Lester B. Smith
Maine Campus staff
In celebration of Earth Week,more than
50 students participated in The World
Games,in which they gathered on a map the
size of a basketball court and divided into
several nations in an attempt to solve the
nations' pollution,economic and educational
problems.
"The World Gamesis an interactive event
that gives students an opportunity to determine the fate of the world," said John Valiant, organizer of the World Games Institute.
One of the goals of the World Games is
for students to figure out how to make a
region of the world prosperous without inhibiting another region's ability to succeed,
Valiant said.
The World Games Institute is a nonprofit research and education organization
established in the 1960s. The institute gathers its information about other nations from
the United Nations,the World Health Organization and the World Bank.
During the World Games many students
used the information about different nations' problems and found solutions.
"The North American literacy rate would
be higher if the government would imple-

itilE.bk)
A

ment reading programs at a younger age,"
said Jason Russell, a third-year student.
First-year student Mary Saloman said
India would excel as a nation if women in
that country were given the same opportunities for education as men.
"Water pollution in Europe would decrease if their government made strict laws
against toxic waste and if their society converted from oil to solar energy," said Brian
Adams,a second-year student.
Third-world countries would be able to
benefit from the world's economy if they
were to export more ofthe agriculture goods
they produce, first-year student Jennifer
Grant said.
At the conclusion of the World Games
many students had a positive view of the
event.
"I enjoyed the World Games because it
gives the average person a chance to be a
government official for a couple of hours,"
said Gregory Philips, a fourth-year student.
Second-year studentJonathan Davis said
the World Games was a good educational
experience because it presented most of the
problems in the world and offered solutions.
"Hopefully students will stay concerned
about what's going on around the world
beyond just this week because the earth is
one big global community," Valiant said.

Stop Smoking.
American Heart
Association

ate professor of anthropology Paul (Jim)
Roscoe received.
The winners of the first Faculty StuIn the past, many faculty were recog- dent-Centered Awards were Instructor in
nized by their peers for their work in their Education Mary Bird, Associate Professor
field, but they weren't recognized for their ofEnglish Patricia Burns, Associate Profesimpacton their students.But that haschanged sor of Family Relationships Sandra Caron
with this year's Faculty Student-Centered and Assistant Professor ofEducation Charles
Award.
Hausman.
"(I)began to think of how student affairs
Burns said that although she knows of
could recognize faculty in a unique way, others deserving ofthe award she was pleased
faculty who are distinguished by being stu- to receive it.
dent-centered and who foster student learn"It seems to me that all real teaching has
ing outside the classroom," Vice President to engage students," Burns said.
for Student Affairs John Halstead said.
She said the students who recommended
Halstead said the idea came about after
See AWARDS on page 9
last year's Academic Award, which associBy Yolanda Sly
Maine Campus staff

Student Academic
Conference Travel Fund
is holding its third competition of the academic year for
Undergraduate Students. This fund serves
undergraduate students who need financial assistance for
travel to meetings/ conferences of an academic nature.
Applications must be submitted to the Office of
Academic Affairs (201/209 Alumni Hall) by May 1,
1997. Money will be awarded for travel taking place
between May 2 and October 4, 1997. Applications can
be obtained from Joan Day in the Office of Academic
Affairs, 201/209 Alumni Hall, or by calling x1-1504.

Habit Pay is tamby...14pril1014
TUESDAY
8:00 PM -12 AM

WEDNESDAY
7:30 AM
9:00-Noon
12:30-1:30
Afternoon
6-10 PM

Stephen King Movie Madness
Alfond Arena Parking Lot(Memorial Gym if it is raining)

Wake-up Parade
Line up at MCA Parking Lot
Service Projects
Fogler Library (9:00-9:30 Check-in)
BBQ for volunteers from Service Projects (Steam Plant lot)
001EBALL Competiton To Benefit: OPERATION LIFTOFF
Tri-Delt Tri-athalon
Entertainment(To Be Announced)

Get Involved. .Take Parr!!
MAINE DAY works when we ALL participate!
Call 581-1142 to sign-up
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College is about making choices.
A.

B.

Call 5814458

Call 1 800-922-6352

and pay 8.25°/°
Oil your Stafford Loan

and pay
OH Y011i Stafford LOH

(University Credit Union)

(MES SilPeihd11)

You're in college. You figure 11 0111.
A Fhderal Student Loan
From The University Credit Union
8.25% Interest
You Save:0

A Fhderal Student Loan From MES
Or One Of Our 40 Participating Lenders Statewide
7.25% Interest
You Save: Up Th $1000

The MES SuperLoan can save you up to $1000 in total interest payments on your federal student
loans. The University Credit Union can't. See. It does make a difference where you get your student
loan. Interested in saving $1,000 on your Stafford or PLUS loans? Just call 1-800-922-6352.

Interested in saving $1000? Just 0111.800.922.6352.
www.m-e-s.com
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Nader

from page 1

Nader then talked about the legendary
exchange of free ideas and outlets for
idealism found on college campuses.
creativity.
"You're at the peak of idealism right
The doctrine of a civic life, one in
which people attempt to control the world now," he said. "Before you know it,
around them and shape it according to you're making rationalizations about why
their personal beliefs and values, is of you disengage."
With the example ofthe original Earth
particular relevance to college students,
Day, Nader showed how interest and acNader said.
He said college students are able to tivism by students can change public apuse specific tools and resources that the praisal of an issue from corporate to civic.
working world often doesn't provide.
"In 1944,Pittsburgh sold postcards of
"Why students? You have four essential assets which you are often not even polluting steel mills. A refinery belching
smoke was seen as a good thing — a
aware of."
First, Nader brought up the fact that reminder of industry and economic
college students have their own media — growth," he said.
Nearly 1,200 events on Earth Day
a newspaper,radio station and television
station available to them at little or no 1970 were instrumental in making people see industrial waste in a civic manner
cost.
Second, he described the technical and the creation of the negative term
and educational resources available on a "pollution," Nader said. "People began
campus. Professors can serve as techni- growing up civic on environmental issue
cal experts and laboratories and libraries in the 1970s."
However,the environmental situation
are waiting to be used to improve society.
Third,Nader reminded the audience it in America and the world still needs a
would be able to do academic and civic great deal of remediation, he said. The
work at the same time,should they choose first step is changing public perception
through education, he said.
to.
"When in your lives will you have
Nader outlined four environmental
another chance to double up yourjob and principles that he believes need to be
considered in government policy-makyour civic integrity?" he asked.
ing throughout the next century.
"First we need to realize that everyfrom page 7
thing is connected to everything else and
that damage to the environment is a form
her were bright individuals and deserved
of violence," he said. "Environmental
awards themselves.
damage is a gross form of inefficiency."
Halstead said the awards committee,
chaired by Sheri Clarke, associate dean for
minority student services and multicultural
programs,defined student-centeredness with
750 Sti)Iftr Pk‘As
input from a survey conducted of students.
Old 1 ok% n 04468 827-5504
"(It means) faculty go the extra mile to
show caring concern for students and realizVideo"
ing they learn in different ways, creating a
level of excitement in learning," Halstead
VISA FCon]l
maw
said.
"We're hear for students, and this is the
Movies Oveca Mt. es/dee
ultimate recognition," Caron said. "This
/atuultomat
comes from students themselves and some
- - - _
of my best teachers are students."
Caron said it was nice to be acknowlHours: 6 .t.m. to 11:30
edged for her work and to hear whatstudents
Fri.
& Sat. 'til 1 2:00 .1.m.
said
about
her.
who nominated her have
will
be
a
Halstead hopes the event
Sunday In 11:00
yearly event.

Nader recommended alternative caNader critiqued the Environmental
Protection Agency's policies when he reer fairs so students can find gainful
said, "Every standard of pollution toler- employment in public service, universiance should have, as its measure, infants ty-sponsored research that benefits society and clinics that teach people how to
and children."
He discussed the ironic problem of use the Freedom of Information Act. He
third-world nations' wanting and expect- also recommended building coalitions
ing to develop in the same environmen- and publishing educational profiles of
tally abusive manner in which the United elected officials so people can gain skills
needed to control their reality.
States built its wealth and power.
"Make your mark on the world," Nad"China, Indonesia, India ... if they
used the same per capita energy,technol- er said. "The great work of life is to
ogy and pesticides as we do, our planet strengthen democracy and build justice."
wouldn't be habitable," he said.
He urged students not to "leave their
Nader suggested that "citizens' skills" conscience at the door" once they enter
to be the primary tools for fighting envi- the working world.
"What will you tell your grandchilronmental degradation and other types of
dren?" he asked.
corporate abuse.

IT',
ie.

When All The Comforts Of Home...

Having trouble geting your stuff home from college? Let Mail Boxes Etc. pack
and ship it for you.From computers and stereos to books and furniture,
Mail Boxes Etc. handles your shipments with care. MBE can pack and ship just
about anything.
On Campus Schedule:
trde_Boxes & Packing Supplies. May 1 & 2

Pick-Up Schedule

HillTop Commons
York Commons
Memorial Union

HillTop Commons
York Commons
Stoddard
Stuart

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Graduation Saturday. May 10
Call Us
We will be there 947-9999
-

MBE

MAILSOUSETC.

IT'S NOT WHAT WE DO. IT'S HOW WE DO IT
11 Bangor Mall Blvd., Suite D.•Bangor, Maine 04401.207-947-9999
UM Authonied Sluppng Outlet Revsutiona nun awl, Fach
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The Steve Grady Competition
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First Prize: Jeff Tuttle
1:1:11
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'Downsizing, Apathy Hinder Efforts to Diversify"
Second Prize:Kathryn Ritchie
'First Lady Energises Democrats"
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First Prize: Jessica Lee
'Pinpointing Acupuncture"
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Second Prize: Kristen Andresen
"UM Professor Tests Boundaries ofArt,Perfornuitscs"
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First Prize: Kathryn Ritchie
"The New Newlywed Game"
Second Prize: Kristen Andresen
'Bringing the Best and Brightest to Uhfaine"
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Earn University of Maine
College Credits in Florida
MARINE FISH CULTURE
June 9 - June 20, 1997
Enjoy a two-week, University of Maine accredited, residential course taught at the
Harbor Branch Oceanographic Institution(HBOI)in Fort Pierce, Florida.
This course will cover techniques for spawning and rearing marine finfish. An
overview ofegg and larval characteristics, nutrition, chemical and physical
requirements, diseases and energetics with detailed information on selected
cultured finfish and live and formulated foods. Considerable hands-on experience
will take place at Harbor Branch's 40-acre aquaculture facility.
Instructor. Dr. John Tucker(HBOI)
10573/A VA 368(005)INDEPENDENT STUDY IN THE ANIMAL SCIENCES,4 Cr.
and
10584/A VA 590(004)SPECIAL TOPICS IN ANIMAL SCIENCE,2 Cr.

Just Don't Fit ...

11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Awasouguat
Winners In Journalism
Non

Awards

Wadleigh's

a

••••••
••••••••

011-

Cesnur 1. an indepen.lettt15 ink ned and operated 5rm0.47)1995 Mall Box 1.4.:

Lecture Labor Topics
* Water Sources and Treatment
* Rearing Environments
* Energetics and Fish Health
* Larval Foods
* Fish Spawning and Egg Processing
* Ornamental and Bait Fish
Cost:. University of Maine Tuition, Room, Board, and $400 lab fee payable to the
Darling Marine Center. Housing($160 total) and meals($20/day)are optional.
Transportation to Fort Pierce, Florida is extra and arranged by student.
For additional information, please contact
Tim Miller, Darling Marine Center, 207-563-3146, Ext. 218.
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: May 16, 1997
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An opportunity given
he week before finals and finals
week probably tie for the most
stressful of the semester, which
makes any thoughts of extra activities
beyond Bumstock unthinkable. Mixed
into this cauldron of academics are the
final weeks of the search for the new
University of Maine president.
Four finalists have been selected to fill
the spot. In the past, the search committee
has been left the final decision, but this
time around the committee is seeking more
public, faculty and student input as to who
is best qualified. The first candidate, Scott
McNall, will visit campus April 28, giving us the opportunity to learn about him
and his plans for the campus.
Student forums will be held at4 p.m. at
140 Little Hall on the first day of each
candidate's visit. The Maine Campus urges students not to hesitate to ask difficult
questions. Considering the massive attention given to extracting funding from the
state and maintaining our status as the

T

premier state university campus, not letting the candidates know our attitudes
would do a disservice both to the candidates and to us.
The importance offinding the right president is evident to most of us, but how to
attend meetings with four different candidates within a two-week span will be a
difficult task. At the very least, elected representatives ofthe student body should make
the effort to attend each session.
The timing of the candidate-facultystudent forums is obviously less than exemplary, but at least the committee was
able to gather all four candidates, two of
which are from California, to UMaine
within a two-week span. This effort has
been organized mainly because of de- • Letters to the Editor
mands for a student voice. If we can
suits, which my attorney informed
show the University of Maine System • I was wrong
me I actually had a case with. I
Board of Trustees we take heed of their
threatened shutting down the paTo the Editor:
First off, I would like to apol- per, single-handedly by withefforts to let us have a voice, it will then
ogize to The Maine Campus edi- holding my $3 that it gets from
have to rate our opinions and impressions
torial staff for any spelling errors me. I was wrong. I will not, nor
highly in the final decision.
that might occur in the following will I ever, sue a paper for mak-

Administering Title IX
Title IX was created to benefit women
No person in the U.S. shall, on the
basis ofsex, be excludedfrom partici- and not necessarily to punish men. Male
pation in, or denied the benefits of or athletes should not be told they cannot play a
subjected to discrimination under any sport at a certain university because that proeducational program or activity
gram is being cut to"even out the numbers."
receiving federal aid.
What are women gaining from having a
— Title IX
men's program cut? Absolutely nothing.
The University of Maine is faced with
n 1972, Title IX, a part of the Education Amendments, was made this situation. Women's ice hockey is pushfederal law. Title IX is an important ing for varsity status and the words Title IX
part of today's society and after the 1996 have come up a number oftimes during this
Summer Olympics, with the women's bas- push. The university has one choice here:
ketball, soccer and softball teams all win- Make women's ice hockey a varsity sport.
ning gold, no one can argue its success. But
By doing so, the university will not
look.
another
only
it is time Title IX got
enhance the opportunity the young
While Title IX was designed to give women who play this sport, they will get
women opportunities equal to that of their that much closer to being in compliance
male counterparts, not only in sports but in with Title IX.
No men's programs need to be cut if
all activities, it is not necessarily accomplishing its intended feat. Universities that schools would just find a way to create
are financialy strapped and may not be able more women's programs. Schools need to
to fund more women's sports teams to be take full advantage of alumni dollars and
equal to that of men's, will cut men's pro- fund raising to make this possible. After all,
equal opportunity, not less opportunity, is
grams inorder to be in compliance.
what Title IX is all about.
This action benefits no one.

1
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editorial. However, I still can't
find the spell check that Joel Page
keeps telling me about.
I would like to comment on
why (I'm apologizing.) The
question was asked by Bill Bates
why I would go ahead with the
"pissing contest" with The Maine
Campus. The answer is a long
one,and!understand why a lot of
people do not want to listen, so I
will paraphrase for the lazy.
I was wrong.
I have tried as a representative ofstudents to show them that
I care. This includes bringing up
the opinions of students that I do
not agree with. I,as the latest post
to Student Government by my
best friend in the entire world attests, am a very institution-oriented person. I believe in the
judicial system. I believe in the
Constitution ofthe United States.
I even believe in the First Amendment.I will continue to believe in
the right of press, speech, religion, assembly, etc.
So why did I propose a resolution to disband Student Government and get rid of all the
fees? Because it is what my constituency wanted, although looking back I realize that most people did not see it that way.
I would never believe this idea
as the correct one, nor would I
ever think that the students should
lose the valuable services provided on campus. I brought up this
resolution for one reason only.
To attest to student opinion. That
is my job.
The contest that I have been
accnsed of contributing to is just
that. I never meant to single out
The Maine Campus as the one
organization that would lose
funding, but it is the one that
disagreed.
The Friday editorial titled"No
confidence in Itself' was seen to
me to be a direct attack against
my character. I, and my attorney,
believe that the press over-stepped
its rights by personally insulting
me.I became angry at The Maine
Campus. I became angry at the
editorial board. I threatened law-

ing a statement against me, because I believe that that is its right.
Not just as a paper, but also as
people.
I hope that my constituency
understands that I try to be the
best representative I can be. When
I thought ofthe motion to investigate all the "directly funded organizations," I only thought of students. At no point did I think of
myself or my anger toward The
Maine Campus. I understand that
the facts point differently, however, and my anger and my actions are very much the same.
The resolution that I proposed, S63 will be withdrawn
for just that purpose. I am, how-.
ever, keeping the resolution to
investigate all directly funded
and are increasing it to include
the comp. fee, technology fee
and student activity fee, along
with the recipients of the communications fee. I believe that if
students are to decide if their
money goes, then they should
first know where it goes. After
speaking with a colleague of
mine, Sen. Geele I realize that if
my anger toward The Maine
Campus was in any way a reason for this resolution, then it is
wrong. I am honest in saying
that I really don't know.
The freedom of the press to
write what it likes is very important to me, and I would like everyone to realize that I would fight
for a student newspaper if the
question were ever posed. We,
the students of the University of
Maine, are responsible for keeping the press in line. Although the
university system says that we as
Student Government are responsible, we are not.
Ida try to represent students. I
attempt to make their lives better.
Ifit means sitting through 14 hours
of meetings a week or fighting to
disband Student Government, I
will do it. That is why I was
elected and hold the position of
president of ROC and on-campus
senator. I have had disagreements
with almost all of the editors of
The Maine Campus. When they

removed my endorsement as ROC
president harance of something
that I did for my constituency, I
was hurt. So hurt that anger
seemed to cloud my judgment as
to what to do next Every step I
took was to, in someway, harm
the paper instead of help my constituency. For this!apologize and
should be held accountable.
I would ask the vice-president
ofStudent Governmentto investigate my retention of the office of
senator of on-campus. I would
also like to ask ROC Vice President Keith Heselton to investigate
my retention ofthe office of president of ROC. The Maine Campus editors, part of my constituency,feels that!no longer deserve to
hold these titles.
Ifeither Vice Presidents Morelli or Heselton feel the same,
then I will resign effective immediately.
Finally,I would like to apologize to a bunch of people. First to
The Maine Campus. I will no
longer participate in the "pissing
contest" and I also apologize for
ever doing so. I would like to
apologize to my constituency
whom I represent for not doing
thejob you elected me for; to my
best friend, for influencing her in
any way to give up something
that was important to her; and
finally, to Student Government.
At no point did I intend on dragging you all into my fight. I
planned on announcing this at senate,butI was not given the chance.
I have tried my best. I have
made mistakes, and I attempt
to admit to them when I do.
This is one of those times. I am
sorry, and hope to make up for
it in the future.
Ryan Eslinger
President ROC
On-Campus Senator

Correction
In the article "Sororities, fraternity unite to
help woman with cancer," which apopeared in
the April 16 edition of
The Maine Campus, Alpha Omicron Pi was mistakenly omitted from a
list of sororities participating in the event.
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What Webster
left out
Editor's note: This column
is the third in afour-part series.
ilitary: Copters,
tanks and subs, oh
my. Does double
duty as purchasing front for defense contractors and economic
Dramamine, helping keep unemployment down in a dizzy marketplace. Necessary entity;employed
to protect your tax dollars from
roads, education, health care and
assorted other domestic threats.
Poster child for the welfare state;
defense budget might be dubbed
Aid to Politicians With Fussy Constituents. Held up as evil talisman

M

economy. When it runs out, another energy source must be
developed that will allow us to
justify military deployment and
the subordination of other nations. Don't worry; people are
working on this right now.
Prozac: Chemical phallus
stabbing blindly at the angst of
the overfed. Standard-bearer of
the quick fix, symbol of Generation Blech. Emotional welfare pill; a happiness subsidy
in a bottle. Fits old standard:
Finding personal pleasure in

• Commentary

Problems with the paper
irst, I need to explain my
unique position in this situation. I am a staff writer of
The Maine Campus, and I am one
of Ryan Eslinger's best friends.
Being both these has been difficult lately due to the recent editorials regarding Ryan.
The important thing to know
about Ryan is he strongly believes
in the Constitution,the Bill ofRights

IF

By Ho!lie Gowen
and the United States judicial system. In our sphere, this translates
into a love of Student Government.
He takes his job seriously and truly
wants to do what is in the students'
best interests. His proposal for a
student referendum to disband student government and eliminate student fees was not "shoddy politicking." When his constituents expressed concern over fees and services,and when Ryan brought these
concerns to GSS, he was fulfilling
his role as outlined by the Campus's editorial "No confidence in
itself?" The editorial said the future ofStudent Government already
lies in students' hands — that senators need to listen to their constituents more. This is what Ryan did.
From another angle, Ryan's beliefs are at odds with the Campus'
suggestion that he'd like the press
gone in order to keep his actions
from being attacked. He may not
agree with everything they write,
but Ryan would defend the press'
rights because he believes in the
First Amendment.The Campus stated,"Government-initiated threats to
the funding of this newspaper will
never prevent us from commenting
on government proceedings." The
proposal was not aimed solely at
the paper, but rather at all student
services for which we pay a fee.
The paper was taking it personally
and was trying to protect its funding. The proposal was not made to

try to stop the Campus from publishing anything(including its comments on government proceedings).
It was made so students could decide if their money should be put
into paying for this among other
things.
Ryan's problem with the Campus
in the past stemmed from inaccuracies rather than negative publicity.
Some of his letters to the editor have
simply been attempts to correct information that appeared in stories. Everyone makes mistakes, but by calling ourselvesjournalists,it is our duty
to report things as accurately as possible. While I believe that the staff does
try,I don't think it tries hard enough.
I've witnessed countless errors and
inaccuracies.I have even had my own
stories edited in such a manner that I
apologized to people in the story for
how it appeared in print.
As for his ROC salary, Ryan
gave it away because he felt the
groups needed it more than he did.
At the time he did it, I am sure he
did not realize the problems it
would cause with his successor's
salary. Ryan has explained this mistake and has tried to make amends
for it by giving ROC the money
out of his own pocket. I also know
that Ryan is not wealthy. He has to
work extremely hard to earn
enough to come to school, as many
of us do. I can't see Ryan giving
that amount of money up for any
reason other than his feeling that it
was the right thing to do.
Ryan would not plan a "publicito get into the paper. He
stunt"
ty
doesn't have to. He already receives
a good deal of coverage simply because he is involved on campus. In
fact, this severely limits what articles I can write for the paper. I can't
cover anything he is part of because
of conflicts of interest. Ryan does
not need to worry about publicity.
I've encountered another problem with the paper's logic. First, it

claims that Ryan's recent actions
have been done for the sake of publicity. Then they charge that he
wants to dismantle the paper, "for
which Eslinger apparently has little
need." Is it just me or are those two
statements at odds with each other?
I am disappointed in these editorials. I am no stranger to controversy for things I have written, but I
have always tried to be fair and not
hide any vested interests I might
have. It is my feeling that the Campus has shown poor judgment and
poor leadership. And thereby refuse
to write any more articles while the
current editorial board is in charge.
I applied for a position with the
paper for next year. I might be totally screwing myself here, but I feel I
must say what I believe to be right.
And if I am given ajob,I will do my
best to improve what I see as the
paper's shortcomings.
And there is one last thing I
would like to bring up. The claim in
"No confidence in itself?" that Ryan
"does not deserve to hold any position of authority in Student Government or Residents On Campus" is
ridiculous. Ryan spends time,energy and even money to do his job as
well as he possibly can. The Campus seems to think that introducing
one proposal (which it disagrees
with) nullifies everything else he
has done for this school and its students. His positions of authority
were gained through elections. Student voters are the ones who decide
if he deserves his positions. I'd like
to believe those student voters can
see Ryan is trying to do his job and
represent them. I am sure he would
be more than happy to talk to (or
just hear from)any ofthem who are
concerned. That's the type of representative he is.
Ho/lie Gowen isfirst-yearjournalism major andfonner staff writer
fin- The Maine Campus.

Other Side
By Scott Labby
ofimperialist America by the Left.
Surely, we should eliminate virtually all defense spending, because our example will undoubtedly enable others to see the
light and put down their guns
and engage in a global-multicultural-I'm-OK-but-you'rethe-best group hug faster than
you can say Elvis is alive. Problematic to overcritisize; people
involved do things the rest of us
find distasteful in order to make
the world safe for Birkenstocks
and Wal-Mart.
Narking: Hip character trait
of the '90s. Nothing is sacred.
The walls have eyes,ears, noses and infrared capability.
Mass adoption of third-grade
philosophy: If someone does
something that makes you upset, tell on them. Doesn't work
so well for adults. Gossip has
been an industry for a while; is
currently building its own economy. Everybody's business is
everybody's business. Gays are
ousted, politicians branded,
your private life is on the Internet and everything you say can
and will be used against you,
your family and your dog,justly or not, until you die, Amen.
If this disturbs you, you should
either seek counseling, drug
therapy or develop your own
opin oops, never mind.
Oil: Slippery substance,
made of dinosaurs and old
ferns, other stuff that was in
"Jurassic Park." Much different from coal, which produces
diamonds if squeezed too hard.
Under pressure, oil turns into
OPEC, ethnic strife, economic
manipulation and war, none of
which fits easily on your finger. Serves as lubricant for the
deep thrustings of the global

pharmaceuticals is fine if you
have a prescription, a felony if
you don't. There are no helicopters searching for fields of
Prozac;Saab dealerships would
scream bloody murder. Cliffs
Notes version of a 12-step program. Finding yourself used to
require books, thought and discussion. Now all you need is a
glass of water. Write a short
essay on the differences between crack, Prozac and Ritalin without using any word
referring to money or class.
Quack: Sound made by a
duck. You probably knew that.
Republicans: Defenders of
liberty and freedom. Collective
chastity belt protecting democratic virtue from the gropings of
liberal ideology. Have produced
many original ideas, most recently during the 1920s. Often promote trickle-down economics,
examples of which can be found
in men's urinals, Central America, South Bronx and countless
trailer parks. Have managed to
convince the electorate that
America needs to cut government spending to promote
growth of taco stands and minimum.Founding Fathers (Mothers!) and foot soldiers" of The
Thought Police; liberals are taking over all the administrative
positions. Have a feel-good ideology. No one is responsible for
anything but themselves, a philosophy rejected by your average monkey. Staunch believers
in free trade;for instance, American jobs in exchange for corporate contributions.
Scott Labby is a senior history major, regular columnist
for The Maine Campus and
knows his alphabet.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
By Israel Skelton
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By Travis Dandro
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For Friday, April 25
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Pluto,
planet of transformation, plays a big part in your
birthday chart this year, which can only mean that
your life is due for a radical shake-up. Does that
thought inspire you or terrify you? If it's the latter,
you are due for a pleasant surprise.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You may be
adventurous, but are you open-minded? If something someone says today offends you,don't try to
censor it. There are as many ways of thinking as
there are people in the world. If you try to outlaw
ideas you don't agree with, you will only make
them more popular.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Possessions
mean a lot to you. But with Pluto causing upheavals in the area of joint resources, you are
coming to understand that possessions come
way down on the list of things that really matter.
What matters today is written on your heart, not
your bank balance.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): If you get the
feeling you have been down this road before and
that the situations you find yourself in look
vaguely familiar, it is because they are. The
major themes of your life always repeat themselves, not because fate is unkind, but because it
wants you to get them right.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): New demands
are being made on your time, and because they are
unexpected you may find it hard to cope. But if
you are honest, you will admit that you have been
going though the motions and working well within
your limits. You need to be pushed so you can
rediscover how much more you are capable of.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): Are you following a
certian path through life because you know it is right
for you or because it has become a habit? Current
aspects are undermining the way you look at responsibility. Don't shackle yourself to a life of monotony and drudgery; break free and enjoy yourself.
VIRGO(Aug.23 - Sept.22): Mercury, your
ruler, forms a powerful but disruptive aspect to
Pluto, planet of transformation, today. What this
suggests is that meaningful communications with
family members will be difficult, if not impossible. There is nothing you can do about this but
let it pass. By Sunday the world will be a friendlier place.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct 22): You won't agree
with everything taht you hear today, but you will
be grateful that a friend or relative decides to be
honest with you,even though you may disagree. It
is better to disagree and know why you disgagree
than for differences to fester and grow in silence.
SCORPIO(Oct23-Nov.21):Someone seems
to depend on you too much,and you would be wise
to put a little more distance between you — in fact,
the more the better. If you suspect that that person
appreciates your generosity rather more than you,it
is hardly the basis of an ideal relationship.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
have so many plans, but you don't seem to have
time to take any of them seriously. The reason for
this, of course, is that certain areas of your life are
massively overcrowded and need a thourough
spring cleaning. Chuck out the junk and you will
create plenty of room.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Do you
spend the day thinking about the meaning of life,
or do you spend the day in riotous self-expression?
It seems sucha silly question, but behind that carefree facade lurks a serious soul. Enjoy yourself but
don't be surprised if all seems a bit trivial today.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): The old
must always give way to the new, but it rarely
happens without a struggle. Something in your life
is changing, and deep down you know you can't
stand in the way of progress. But why would you
want to when the future has so much more to offer
than the past? Changes are good for you today.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20): It may feel as if
you are at the mercy o earth-shattering events and,
to a certain extent, you are. But don't forget thatjust
a little while ago you were praying for your life to
change. Ifcurrent developments are uncomfortable,
it can only be because they are doing you good.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, April 26
W YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Don't
feel bad because you haven't done all the things you
would like to in your life. Think ofall the wonderful
things you can still achieve if you really put your
mind to it. All you lack is confidence— acquire it
and you can't go wrong.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Know your
limitations this weekend. You may be tempted to
put too much effort into an activity that really doesn't
need it. Why exhaust yourself for no extra gain?
Come to think of it why exhaust yourself at all?
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Proceed with
caution, but for goodness sake proceed! Planetary
activity gives you the green light to push ahead with
a project that means a lot to you, but you appear
reluctant to take the plunge. You have nothing to
worry about and everything to hope for.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): There may be
an ocean of difference between your way of doing
things and the way a partner ofcolleague chooses to
do them, but that doesn't mean you can't operate as
a team. Provided you each know the other's
strengths, you can avoid any obvious weaknesses in
your relationship today.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Don't limit
yourself by past experiences. You know that a
certain ambition is well within your capabilities, so
why do you hesitate? You have as much chance of
success as anyone else and more so than most,but it
is unlikely to happen if you don't have confidence
in yourself.
LEO (July 23- Aug.22): The answer to your
prayers — or at least your financial prayers — is
close at hand. All you have to do is reach out and
grab it. You seem reluctant to try, most likely
because you have had your fingers burned before.
Don't worry, you can afford to take a risk this
weekend.
VIRGO (Aug.23 - Sept. 22): Forget about
pleasing other people — do what pleases you this
weekend. You are urged to go on the attack, not
in an aggressive sense but in a way that lets others
know you can no longer be taken for granted.
How long has it been since you called the shots?
Too long.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Someone who
has been undermining you behind the scenes will be
revealed this weekend,and you will heave a sigh of
relief because this is someone you know you can
deal with, no matter how big he/she happens to be.
Now you can relax and stop worrying about the
unknown.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): If you disagree
with a certain person's point of view,say so. If you
keep your thoughts to yourself, that person will
think you support him/her and do something that
makes the situation worse. A small disagreement
now is preferable to a major one later on. You must
be honest this weekend.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 - Dec.21): Others
may be hostile to your ambitions this weekend but
only because they envy your courage and confidence. If you know what you want,go for it. The
more people criticize, the more likely it is you are
on the right track — the one that leads to true
fulfillment.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Trust
your instincts this weekend,even when they point
you in a different direction to everyone else.
Capricorns are noted for their patience and common sense, but you're a bit of a dreamer too. If
you find a way to combine reality and fantasy, no
one can beat you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): You never
give up, even when the odds appear impossible.
This weekend's challenge stands like a mountain
before you, but with courage, confidence and with
the knowledge that others have been there before
you, you will reach the summit.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Don't draw
back from a fight simply for the sake of a pearPful
life. A disagreement has been brewing for quite
some time and must be brought into the open where
it can be dealt with. Only one thing is certain this
weekend: If you don't stick up for your rights, you
will lose them.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword No. 10"
ACROSS
What Pandora
released
6 Fuel from a
marsh
10 Like some seas
14 City SE of
Dayton
15 Flesh-eating
giant
96 Roman
historian
17 Californian's
worry
19 Ireland
20 It may help you
go on
29— Lang
Syne"
22 Its capital is
Belgrade
24 Stick-toit-iveness

25 Atheist

Madalyn
Murray
26 Best
29 Betty Boop
feature
32 Poland Springs
rival
33 Comes out of a
coma
34 Comprehend
35 Actress Teri
so!"
36'
37 Detective
Charlie
38 Summer drink
39 Complain
40 Handle
41 Plenty mad
43 Noxious gas
44 "Give it --!"
45 Kind of list
46 Optic nerve
toucher

48 Drive away
a lamb
52 Far from land
53 Budget-busting
1995 movie
58 Soil fertilizer
57 Tiny bit
59 Noted modeling
agency
59 Mug
60 Certain
exercises
61 Exorcism battler
49 Call to

DOWN
1 Barron's reader
2 Cote de --

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
SCENE
JADE GCRU
OXEN BOOM TAKES
TEACHEDSCHARGES
OUL
ACES
STRA ITS
RECASTS
MI A
ALERTS PATS
S 1[3G
PERU
MELEE
VONNAANDBET T V
MINI (SEATO
DADA
CRETIN
SPRY
ATO
PalIONEME
BENGA LS
OE I L
AGE
FLOWER I NGPLANTS
LOOP
AL I I
OINKS
PREY
LUNN
BLAST

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.

(French entree)
3 Concerning
4 Word with
English or
kiddie
5 Desertlike
6 Turkey tot?
7 "Yikes!"
6 Biblical vessel
9 Concert
souvenir
10 Priest
11 Retouches, in a
way
12 Chapter 57
13 Mimicking bird
16 Hang up one's
spurs
23 Consumes
24 Paraphernalia
25 Think out loud
26 Ballerina
painter
27 Skirt

i
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I.
III
IIl
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11111
lIU4 liii Ull
26

31
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34
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36
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39
38..
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43
45

46

49

48

47

55

53

52
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58

56

50

51
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S7III
59
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61
60llI

Puzzle by Emmett Ou'gley
42 Court TV
28 Freak show
broadcasts
attractions
29 "Every Breath
43 Othello, e.g.
You Take"
4570's courtroom
singer
series
30 Area
46 Thruway
--hand
31
entrance
(help)
47 Genesis twin
33 Good Samaritan
and then some
36 "Over here!"
37 "Adios"
39 Reporter's
question
ao Bereaved, in a
way

46 What does
attract
49 Sanka rival
so Kind of sax
si Mideast's Gulf
Of

54Z
55 Ring cheer

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Solle& the Arts
• Local CD review

Billin s Brew Band strona on first release
the sound of this new outfit is different. mer, accenting Randy Billings' thumping
While there are three songs on the disc that bass notes with dead-on, ride-heavy skin
Cana' Joe used to perform, Billings and his pounding. Check out "Goody Box" and
Billings Brew Band, the local outfit cohorts are experimenting and branching "Whoopin' Stick" and witness how tight
known for its energetic live shows full of out, encompassing several different styles, these guys are.
Mike Billings' guitar work is tremenblistering electric blues, hasjust released its from the familiar Stevie Ray Vaughan-inas always. He plays with the convicdous
guitar
rave-ups
("Wasting
My
fluenced
group,
three-piece
CD.
The
debut
self-titled
tion
of
a bluesman,from his wailing solos to
Time,"
one
of
the
aforementioned
Cana'
Joe
"Mad
from
Dave
percussion
with added
riffs; his performance on
Hendrix-like
songs
resurrected
by
Billings
Brew),
to
slowhis
managed
to
competently
has
Gagne,
Dog"
The zenith of
commended.
is
to
be
er,
wailing
"Red
House"-type
jams
(the
althis
CD
sound
and
energy
on
disc,
live
its
capture
where
he plays
"Reachin',"
"Reachin'").
playing
is
on
bum
closer,
his
pleasant
listening
experiis
a
result
and the
juke
joints
in
Texas
been
sweating
Billings
Brew
Band,
like
he's
The
other
folks
in
finish.
start
to
from
ence
Many of you may remember Cana' Joe, bassist Randy Billings(younger brother of for 20 years. Also,his singing is the clearest,
the blues band Mike Billings used to front. Mike)and drummer Dan Bragdon, provide most focused that I have heard from him
The band played hundreds of gigs around a pulsing,driving rhythm on every cut of the since he first played at the Ram's Horn with
the state and in Massachusetts over its more CD. Bragdon's stints playing in country Steamed Donkey. He hits the high notes,
than two-year tenure. Billings has soldiered bands before he was old enough to get into growls the low notes and proves he's notjust
a guitar player who happens to sing, but is a
on in the same genre Cana'Joe played in, but bars have turned him into an excellent drum
damn good singer,too. When he sings"Can't
you see I'm trying to be/Everything you
want me to be?/You don't know how bad it
hurts"("Wasting My Time")with the rest of
By Adam White
Maine Campus staff

R
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Billings Brew Band thumping insistently
behind him, you believe it hurts real bad,
and real good,just like blues is supposed to.
Gagne's auxiliary percussion is also a
treat. He is turned up a bit in the mix, and it
complements Bragdon well. It's kind oflike
a bordertown blues band,a cultural intersection of Texas and Latin styles, and it works.
In all, this is a fine first recording by
a fine band. I look forward to hearing
more, and so should you. Billings Brew
Band will be playing Bumstock tonight
on the side stage from 8:45 to 9:30 before
headliners Jiggle the Handle, as well as
Saturday night at Margarita's after Bumstock ends. Dates down the road are May
9 at the Bumstock field with Chiaband
and Rustic Overtones and May 13 at the
Saucony Road Race. The CD can be purchased at Dr. Records, the Grasshopper
Shop and Borders, as well as from the
band at gigs.

• Witnesses

Police, bodyguards may
have witnessed slaying

By Helene A. Farrar
Maine Campus staff

ing is key. It gives you variety and color and
you can workfrom that." He recently started
his works beginning with acrylic underpainting and then going back on top with
oils.
This is not a show to be missed. The
energy created within these pieces and
their potential to evoke the viewer's eye
and mind are evidence of Morin's unique
perspective and capability to push the
medium.
Although Morin began his college career
in engineering, he is still interested in structure development.
"I love physics, but I hate the class," he
said. "The potential energy that I contain
through the lawsofconservation ofenergy is
then transformed into kinetic energy onto
the canvas."
Morin has also expressed strong desire
and capability in creating sculptural pieces.
He explained that this comes more naturally
to him, as he was exposed to it earlier on.
Morin plans to take a year off and then
apply to graduate school to earn a master's
degree in fine arts.Hesees himselfdeveloping
his interest in landscape in future artworks.

Tim Morin,a graduating studio art major,
recently had the opportunity to display his
artworks in the Union Coffee Shop.Presented by the Student Art League, these pieces
will be displayed through May 10.
"I like to make people laugh or, rather,
piss them off," Morin said of his art. "I get
more of a reaction. They tend to stand back
and think why it did."
Morin's pieces demonstrate his unique
vision and approach tocreating images.Currently on exhibition at the juried University
of Maine Student Art Show is Morin's piece
"How do you torture Helen Keller?" This
two-dimensional drawing notonly is humorous and ingenious but also expressively developed.
Morin has encompassed a variety of inspirationsin his artwork. Whilecreating these
images, he is impacted by moods and feelings depicted in music listened to. Morin is
also influenced by well-known artists such as
Mondrian, Escher and Masson. He says his
development and growth at Ufvlaine have
been greatly influenced by the support and
Artist ofthe Week, a weeklyfeature enpersistence ofstudio art professor Michael H.
Lewisand art historian and visual artistOwen compassing all art disciplines, works to improve arts awareness and recognition on
Smith.
Morin describes his paintings as "thick campus. Questions, suggestions or comand heavy" and emphasizes,"Under-paint- ments? Call Helene at 581-1272.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — At least'one from a car as a crowd ofpeople left the ceremopolice officer and possibly as many as six ny, but no one provided a good description of
acted as security guards for The Notorious the shooter. No arrests have been made.
In nearby Inglewood,Police Chief Alex
B.I.G. and may have witnessed his slaying,
Perez confirmed his department was investhe Los Angeles Times reported today.
However,none came forward to say they tigating allegations that as many as six officwere there,including the one off-duty offic- ers may have worked the night the rapper
er who was in a car directly behind the was slain.
Among them was the off-duty officer
rapper, the paper said.
"If they were there all that time before, whose moonlighting stint was a violation of
it just seems impossible to me that they department policy, the Times said.
didn't see the incident," said Damion ButUndercover officers from New York
ler, friend and road manager of the rapper were also in the vicinity during the shooting
whose real name was Christopher Wallace. as part ofa federal investigation ofcriminals
"Where did they go? They had to see allegedly affiliated with the rapper's record
it," he said.
company, Bad Boy Entertainment, the paThe 24-year-old rapper, who also went by per said, citing unidentified sources.
the stage name Biggie Smalls, was shot and
The Justice Department,as well as the Los
killed March 9 as he sat in a car after the Soul Angeles and New York police departments,
Train Music awards. Several shots were fired declined to comment,the newspaper said.

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi

Top Ten Rejected Slogans
for Bumstock
10)Where else are you going to go, Husson?
9)Let's cap off Gay Pride Week.
8)Like you need another reason to break dorm furniture.
7)The only thing standing between you and Schickle-fest.
6)Bumstock '97: Disclaimer — Pants must be worn.
5)Listen, we pay a lot of money for all these bands and equipment so
please try to see some of the show this year and notjust pass out in your
dorm room at 5 p.m.
4)Come on, you wuss, we want a challenge on Maine Day.
3)A little something to kill time between getting drunk and having the
police break up the kegger at Washburn.
2)By popular demand, next year Bumstock will be scheduled after
textbook buy-back.
1)No need for formalities ... get hammered.
By Eric Simonds
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• CD Review

Latest compilation captures
DiFranco's essence on disc
not have complete artistic control and also
felt that it did not capture the essence of her
live performances.Her record company went
Ani DiFranco,the independent artist who through extensive measures to discourage
has released 10 albums on her own indepen- the importing of this album, although it was
dent label,Righteous Babe Records,released widely bootlegged.
her long-awaited double compact disc "Liv"Living in Clip," however,is a live album
ing in Clip" Tuesday.
that does capture the essence of DiFranco in
"Living in Clip"is a 31-song collection of concert. The two-CD set provides more than
live tracks Ani has recorded thoughout the two hours' worth of material, much of which
United States. The tracks cover the singer's is new.
tour from late 1995 through 1996.
"Gravel," one of the first tracks on the
DiFranco, who began releasing her own album, shines in its official debut. The song,
albums at the age of 19, has become legend- performed at a recent show at Bates College,
ary for her live performances, which have starts what is to be an epic-like performance.
become increasingly harder to obtain tickets The CD is drawn from more than 20different
to as her popularity has increased over the performances.
years.
Unlike many recent double live CDs,
This album, however, is not the first live "Living" captures an authentic live perforalbum DiFranco has released. In 1994, a mance with each CD.The new album is like
recording from a festival in Germany was a typical setlist DiFranco would perform,
officially released. This recording, however, going so far as to make the song "Out of
was shunned by DiFranco because she did Range"a staple for ending the first set,the last
song on the first CD.
In the same vein, the second CD roars to
life, showing the true intensity that DiFranco's live show displays. The second CD
begins with "Untouchable Face," which is
considered one of the more aggressive and
least family-oriented songs in her repertoire.
The second CD also features impressively reworked versions of old (circa 1991),
songs, such as "Fire Door," "Both Hands"
and "Every State Line."
By Mike Reynolds
Maine Campus staff

See ANI on page 16

CAsteiktilt Summit,
he University Green Party and
Cheaper, Safer Power sponsored
the first Rainbow Medicine Show
ofPeace Thursday at the Maine Center for
the Arts in support of the Earth. At left,
Abin Griffin, the event's founder and
organizer,describesthe goals ofthe groups
and the event to the MCA crowd. Below,
Jan Klitch (right) and Phliss Borns play
trumpet during the performance of6 Basin Street, an all-female jazz band.(Dave
Gagne Photos.)

T

Live at El Cheapo's

MAINE CENTER FOR THE ARTS
TENTH ANNIVERSARY SEASON

THE BOBS

Friday April 25
-Liquid Daydream
Saturday April 26
-Billings Brew
& Spoken For

Saturday, April 26 at 8 pm
Four dynamic personalities
come together on stage to form
The Bobs. A band without
instruments, The Bobs use just
their voices to fill the theatre
with an orchestra of harmonious sound, accompanying
themselves on songs that range
from soulful to satire, from
amazing to moving,from
familiar to unimaginable. "Five
star material performed with
enormous appeal and
humor...this is an absolutely
don't miss show." The Denver
Post

$5 Student Rush Tickets
Bring your Maine Card and get your tickets
at the Box Office today. Open M-F 9am to
4pm. Rush tickets can be purchased during
regular hours on Friday and 90 minutes
before the performance.

Open Bumstock
Weekend at 12:00 p.m.
For
PARTY MADNESS!!!
15 Mill Street
Downtown Orono
866-4863

EXERCISE

Does Your Heart Good.
Arnesrlccsn Hescirt
Assoc'lotion
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The CD contains many rare tracks that even
eliteist bootleggers wouldhaveahard timeobtaining. A live version ofthe song "Hide and Seelc,"
which was performed only once,makesitsdebut
on the set.Twosongs,"Both Hands"and"Amazing Grace,"areexcerptsfrom aconcert DiFranco
did with the Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestraconducted by Doc Severinsen. Other songs available

on this CD have nevercirculated with good sound
quality, mostly because of crowd noise.
In fact, DiFranco addresses the noise that
many of her rambunctious fans are known for
by eloquently stating in the liner notes,"Next
time,shut the fuck up!" DiFranco noted that it
was difficult to record many of her songs live
because of noise levels.

• country music
Teen-ager takes most hardware
UNIVERSAL CITY, Calif.(AP) — The
Academy ofCountry Music's entertainer ofthe
year is a duo — again.
Kix Brooks and Ronnie Dunn,who won the
top honor last year,also were awarded the prize

SUE PROVOCATI

The Faculty Senate is pleased to announce the
1997-98 University of Maine Class Book:

It
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The Ecology of
Commerce

The Ecology of Commerce:
A Declaration of Sustainability

A

Dtclarotio.n of Sustainability

by Paul Hawken
"What is required is a total redesign of what
it means to be in business in the latter stages
of the twentieth century, when science can
tell us clearly and without doubt that our
present course of action is extinguishing life
on earth."--Paul Hawken

Paul Hawken
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[The Ecology ofCommerce] is, in my view, the first extensive, truly ecological
analysis of business; deeply disturbing and yet full of hope. Essential reading
for all who care about our planet. --Fritjof Capra, author of the Tao of
Physics
The class book will soon be available at the University of Maine Bookstore at a
substantial discount from the retail price.
UNIVERSITY OF

MAINE

We' long Learning
• BUREAU OF LABOR EDUCATION
• CONTINUING EOUCAFION DIVISION
• ONWARD PROGRAM
• NATT,STUDIES
• SUMMEk SESSION
Womitts ItcsouRcE CENTER
'I he education UMaine's
Continuing Education Division
offers enhances the quality of
life and through practical
applications, simply makes life
better."
— GEORGE R. BA7CF.R,

Brewer, Maine

nes*

P E. Manager ofEngineering 6Construction, Bangor Hydro-EhTtrir

Summer School
The Way It Should Be!
Register Now For Summer Classes ...
UMaine's 1997 Summer Session offers more than 500
courses during 16 different calendars, including three-, five-,
six- and eight-week day and evening courses, at varying startup dates between May 12 and August 22.
(207) 581-3142

...providing experiences that enhance quality
of life, empower individuals and organizations
and improve professional practice.
ihe ..tale 's Center oil-earning,
Discovely and Service to ihe Public

I.NEARLY RALF OF THE
POPULATION PARTICIPATES ANNUALLY IN
CONTINUING EDUCATION

AtinnnEs

COMM UNI IN ffiloG RAMS
• DISTANCE LEARNING
• BACHELOR OF UNIVERSITY
STUMM
• WINTER SESSION
• TRAVEL. StUDY COURSES
• CONTRACI TRAINING
"I enjoy meeting and interacting
with fellow students of all ages,
whether inside the formal
classroom, in the woods, or on a
mountain top. My UMaine
experiences remind me that the
more I challenge myself, the
more I can do."
—JANE BRANN
Hampden, Maine
Retirement Specialistfor MLR

for top duet at the academy's 32nd awards
show.
"We're two of the luckiest guys in country
music," Dunn said Wednesday night.
Brooks& Dunn may have won two awards,
but Texas teen-age sensation LeAnn Rimes
hauled away the most hardware. The 14-yearold was crowned country's best new singer and
her rendition of"Blue" was picked top single
and best song.
Up to the end ofthe three-hour show,which
aired on NBC, it appeared that fellow Texan
George Strait might emerge the big winner. He
had already won the male singer and album
("Blue Clear Sky")prizes and was a nominee
for entertainer of the year.
"It was kind offeeling like a George Strait
night to me," Brooks said.
But the night clearly belonged to Rimes,the
blonde wearing a white gown with plunging
neckline and who spoke with poise far beyond
her years.
"I guess I've had to grow up in an After
winning her second consecutive best female
singer award,Patty Loveless said she felt sure
Rimes "was going to take it this year. I'm
shocked."
Garth Brooks, who had two nominations
butleftempty-handed,kicked offthe show with
his hit "Fever."
Roy Clark got the academy's prestigious
Pioneer Award in recognition of outstanding
achievements in country music.
"That puts you in pretty tall company. It's
hard for me to believe that anyone looks up at
me the way Ilooked up to my idols," Clark said.
Past recipients include Johnny Cash, Roger
Miller,Minnie Pearl,Roy Acuffand Roy Rogers.
The complete list of winners
ENTERTAINER: Brooks & Dunn.
ALBUM:"Blue ClearSky," GeorgeStrait.
SINGLE RECORD: "Blue," LeAnn
Rimes.
SONG:"Blue," LeAnn Rimes.
MALE VOCALIST:George Strait.
FEMALE VOCALIST:Patty Loveless.
GROUP:Sawyer Brown.
DUET:Brooks & Dunn.
NEW MALE VOCALIST: Trace Adkins.
NEW FEMALE VOCALIST: LeAnn
Rimes.
NEW GROUP OR DUET: Ricochet.
VIDEO: "I Think About You," Coffin
Raye.
PIONEER AWARD:Roy Clark.
RADIO STATION: WSIX Nashville,
Tenn.
DISC JOCKEY: Gerry House, WSIX
Nashville, Tenn.
NIGHTCLUB:Crazy Horse Steak House
& Saloon,Santa Ma,Calif.
TALENT BUYER/PROMOTER: Bob
Romero,Don Romeo Agency, Omaha,Neb.
INSTRUMENTALISTS:
BASS: Glenn Worf.
DRUMS:Fridie Bayers.
FIDDLE: Stuart Duncan.
GUITAR: Brent Mason.
KEYBOARD:Matt Rollings.
SPECIALTY INSTRUMENT: Terry
McMillan(harmonica, percussion,cow bells).
STEEL GUITAR:Paul Franklin.
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• Softball

Bears fmish out schedule
ERA, holding opponents to a .213 batting
average, while striking out almost five batters a game.
The regular season started for the Maine
The staff is led by Jamie Long and Lori
softball team in early March in Ocoee, Fla., Swanson. A junior, Long has a 1.45 ERA
and will culminate this weekend in Orono and has given up only 14 walks in 77 inwhen it plays two doubleheaders against nings, yet only has a 3-8 mark to show for it.
America East opponents.
Swanson has experienced more success in
The outcome of this weekend will most the win column at 9-11. The freshman has a
likely determine where the Black Bears will be 1.83 ERA, has held opponents to a .196
seeded come playoff time. Seeding is deter- average and has struck out 128 batters in 126
mined by winning percentage,and Maine's.625 1/3 innings. Her 7.6 strikeouts per seven
in good for third in the conference,after upping innings are 17th in America East.
its won-lost mark to 5-3 with a pair of wins
Sunday Maine will wrap up its regular
Monday over Boston University.
season against the top team in the conferAt 19-14 overall, Maine will play Drexel ence,Hofstra.The Flying Dutchwomen have
in the first twinbill Friday afternoon. The been nothing short of dominant in America
Dragons are near the bottom of the division East, at 8-0,28-13 overall. Winners of three
with a 3-5 America East record, 15-24 over- in a row,they are 9-I on the road this season.
all. One reason for the letdown is their ofWhile at the middle of the pack in pitching
fense, which is good for just seventh in the with a2.28 ERA,Hofstra is the only team better
conference. Hitting only .217 as a team, than Maine offensively, with a .321 team batDrexel averages 2.2 runs a game and has no ting average. Its 15 triples, 12 home runs and
players in the top 10 ofany offensive catego- 186 RBLs are all tops in the league. Jen Smith
leads the pack with a .400 average with 13
On the opposite side, Dragon pitching is
See SOFTBALL on page 18
at top of the conference. Drexel sports a 1.89
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus staff

Black Bear Rex Turner has been on a tear during Maine's last eight
games.(Dave Gagne Photo.)

• Baseball

In The Zone
Maine's Rex Turner has provided the spark
for the Black Bears' red-hot offensive attack
By Larry Rogers
Maine Campus staff
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On April 16, Rex Turner entered The
Zone.
It's a place where good hitters will
wander into occasionally.It's where hitters
end up when everything around them on
the field seems to be in slow motion and
when fastballs aren't so fast and curveballs
are easy to pick up.
When hitters get locked into The Zone,
baseballs look like beach balls when coming out of the pitcher's hand. It's easy to
find a way out ofThe Zone,the hard part is
getting into it.
During a six-game span from April 16
to last Monday,Turner,ajuniorrightfielder
for the University ofMaine,locked himself
into The Zone and went on a tear. During
that span, which included two games with
Massachusetts and four with Vermont,
Turner rapped 12 hits in 23 at-bats (.522)
with seven home runs, 16 RBIs and nine
runs scored.
Despite all the success and mind-boggling statistics he is putting up, the 6-foot1-inch, 210-pound Turner has remained
humble.
"I am in a little bit of a rhythm right
now,"said Turner,who hails from Augusta
and played at Cony High School. "I'm
trying not to get too over-confident and to
just keep thinking about what got me into
the groove and to try to keep working to
stay in it as long as I can."
Turner's seven dingers during that span
is just one shy of his previous high for a
season. His 13 homers this season matches

hissareer total coming into this season and
is the sixth highest total in school history
and the most since 1991, when Mark
Sweeney, now in the big leagues with the
St. Louis Cardinals, belted 23.
Turner can't quite explain it, but during
the firstgameofa doubleheader with UMass
April 16, everything just felt right he said.
"That was the best I had been hitting the
ball all year,"Turner said."Every time I got
a good pitch to hit I took advantage of it."
You would have thought the LiMass
pitchers would have learned not to throw
Turner anything good to hit in the second
game after he smashed two homers in the
first game. But he went on to hit another
pair oflong balls in the second game to give
him four for the day.
First-year coach Paul Kostacopoulos
said that in his eight years as a Division I
head coach he has never seen a guy go on
the kind of power surge Turner has.
"Not with that kind of power," Kostacopoulos said. "I've seen guys go on batting average tears, but not hitting the ball
consistently with power like Rex has over
his last seven or eight games."
Kostacopoulos said the ball has just
been jumping off Turner's bat.
"That's the sign of a kid that has a lot
of bat speed," Kostacopoulos said."He
generates enormous bat speed and he's
just flat-out strong."
After terrorizing UMass with four home
runs,Turner victimized Vermont with three
home runsovertwo doubleheaders on SunSee TURNER on page 19

• Women's sports

Maine rugby team debuts Saturday
The Black Bears will compete this
weekend against St. Thomas from Canada, and against a Portland team.
The University of Maine women's rug"It's the MaileTournament and everyby team makes its season debut this week- one will play two games," Freeman said.
end in a Maile Tournament scheduled to "This is our last event of the year before
kick off at the ROTC tower field Saturday we begin to start back up again in the fall."
afternoon.
The women's rugby team is affiliated
It has been nearly two years since with recreation sports and is looking to
UMaine has fielded a women's rugby team, bring in new members for the upcoming
and after a long struggle this year to gain fall season as well, Freeman said.
club status, the teamis anxious for its first
"We're recruiting new members by
and only games of the spring.
sending out flyers and trying to make
"Our president, Virginia Patnode,start- more people aware of the sport," Freeman
ed the club right after spring break," se- said. "There was a team about two or three
nior Jen Freeman said. "It's a great game, years ago, but they lost interest along with
which not a lot of people know too much several players who held the team together."
about."
This year'steam consists of many rook"We're really psyched to play this
weekend," Freemadadded. "It's neat to ies, which should help keep the sport growhave a women's sports team where the
See RUGBY on page 18
rules are no different than the men's."
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

Student -Athlete ofthe Week
FIRST BASEMAN
SENIOR
JEFF LONGO
Jeff Longo, a senior captian for the
UMaine baseball team, has been named
the UMaine Student-Athlete ofthe Week.
Longo played a vital role for the
Black Bears this weekend, as Maine
won three out of four games against the
University of Vermont. Longo went

6-for-15, with a homer, three RBIs
and three runs scored. Longo also
pitched two innings in relief Monday
and picked up a win.
Longo also won a Silver Medallion at
Scholar Athlete Recognition. He is an
education major.
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from page 17

doublesand 18RBIs.She has a 17-10record on
the mound.
"With Drexel, we have got to play those
two games,"Maine head coach Janet Anderson said, "We can't look beyond them to
Hofstra. We have got to take each situation
as it comes along. We can't be complacent
with one and be up for the other."
Black Bear Notes: Michelle Puts was
ranked 46th in the nation in batting as of
April 16.But her5-for-6 performance Mon-

day boosted her up to .441,tops on the team
with a minimum of 85 plate appearances.
Shelly Lefevre is second, at .372, and Sara
Jewett rounds out the top five, at .362.
After this weekend, Lefevre will be
only two games away from tying the school
record for games played,currently at 158.
The team will need to make the playoffs in
so she can tie the record. Jen Burton lowered her ERA to 1.41 with her shutout
against BU.

• Baseball

Pitching gives Maine a boost

second orthird,but both
times he was able to
recover and stay in the
Tuesday night's 14-8 setback to the game. In the third, he
Colby White Mules was minor for the loaded the bases, yet
escaped unscathed. In
University of Maine baseball team.
The Black Bears have already the fifth, he gave up a
clinched a playoff spot in the America solo homer to start the
East tournament and have surpassed ex- inning, but then he repectations, compiling a 20-19 overall tired the next three batters. In the sixth he
finally ran out of gas, forcing Matt Cassidy
record.
from page 17
Monday's win in second game over to finish the game.
Perhaps the biggest lift of the series
ing from year to year. The tournament, have a few matches scheduled in the Vermont was big for the Black Bears,
which will kick offat 11 a.m., will give the fall," Freeman said."We were a little late who were already out of pitchers. Fresh- came from Jeff Longo. It was Longo,
Black Bears their first match experience to get recognized this year because we man Jon Dickinson pitched into the sixth after all, who came in to pitch the final
weren't sure if we would have enough inning, which meant Maine's depleted two innings of Maine's second game to
of the year.
"Our team is made up of 15 rookies and people."
bullpen could get some rest. Over the pick up the win. He also had a homer and
an
being
of
unrecogyears
few
a
said.
After
Freeman
veterans,"
three
or
only two
four-game span, the Black Bears used three RBIs in the four-game set.
team
rugby
sport,
women's
club
"I expect that from Jeff," Kostacopouthe
nized
experience
us
give
will
tournament
just six pitchers.
"The
said,"That is the kind of guy he is."
the
back.
that
is
sport
excited
is
los
next
expect
year."
to
what
Kostaknow
Paul
coach
so we
"It's vital," Maine
"You have to be aggressive in relief,"
"I am looking forward to these games copoulos said of Dickinson's perforAlthough this weekend will be the only
action Maine will see on the rugby field immensely," Allison Liberty said. "We mance."We are going be in the playoffs Longo said. "I just wasn't happy with our
this spring, Freeman said Maine will have just want to put everything together and and in a tournament situation and we are performance and I was a little mad."
• The Black Bears return to confera tentative schedule planned for next fall. make people more aware of how incredi- going to need all the arms we can get."
ence
is."
play this weekend when they meet
sport
we
Glover
the
Brian
ble
funding,
the
Monday,
"Providing we get
In the first game
and
ofjams
Northeastern
University in a pair of douout
get
to
struggled but was able
It
innings.
bleheaders
5-2/3
for
Saturday and Sunday. Both
stayed in the game
the
in
sets
pulled
at
start
12 noon.
appeared Glover would get
By Scott Martin
Maine Campus staff

Rugby
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•Idealfor Your Graduation Stay •
Just 15 minutesfrom UMO Campus
Many good restaurants, pubs, and shops,
plus live theater within a 5 minute walk!

20 Broad Street, Bangor, ME 04401

Call today for reservations
TEL: 207-947-0411 • FAX: 207-947-0255

Just buy any size drink and any sizefries and
getthe can't-live-without-it taste cfthe131g Mac Sandwich
forjust55.We know you'll be very happytogether.
Offer starts April 25 and ends May 22
758 Stillwater Ave.
Old Town, Me 04468
V.11*-04•441.ignien

Purchase requireinefts participatind McDoiskri!Prwesmj,vay.

The Maine Campus recycles.
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Share it with a friend.

UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper
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Turner
day and Monday.
Bangor Daily News sportswriter Peter
Warner, who has been covering Maine baseballforfive years,said Turner'ssurge has been
unprecedented at Maine.
"Turner's recent string of home runs has
been the most impressive single stretch of
power that anyone has shown," Warner said.

Numbers equals success

.11

ereet
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Turner's success at the plate has been one
of the major reasons Maine has raced out to a
surprising 13-3 record in America East, good
for second place in the league. The Black
Bears have already guaranteed themselves a
spot in the conference tournament in May.
Turner has benefited from hitting in a solid
lineup. Chances are that by the time Turner
gets up to the plate in the No.5 spot there will
be people on base for him to drive in. Maine's
No.2hitter,senior first baseman JeffLongo,is
hitting.353 and has a.404on-base percentage.
Longo isfollowed byjuniorthird baseman T.J.
Sheedy in the No. 3 spot, hitting a whopping
.431 with a .534 on-base-percentage. Batting
fourth is senior catcher Nick Caiazzo and his
.320 average, seven home runs and 44 RBIs.
Imagine what it must be like for opposing
pitchers to face those three guys before Turner
even steps to the plate.
Kostacopoulos said the middle of Maine's
batting order has been dependable all year
when the team has needed to score runs.
"They all kind of work together in creating
a tough sequence for opposing pitchers," he

said."Sheedy doesn't strike out much and he
gets on base. Caiazzo is very difficult to pitch
to because he strikes a little fear into you,and
then you have Turner. If you throw Longo in
front ofthat,that's a tough two-through-five as
far as hitters go."
Turner said hitting in such a rich order
benefits everyone. Pitchers aren't going to

where they hit a couple ofhome runs and come
up with some clutch hits," Warner said."'Then
the next weekend in league play they might
have turned around and not had nearly as
productive an outing. Now this year, mainly
Caiazzo,Turner, Longo and Sheedy, it seems
like someone is always coming up with a
clutch hit, whether it's a home run or a double
to the gap.
"Now pitchers are forced to deal with these
guys one after the other."

little more rhythm and see the ball better."
During the summers after the college season ends,Turner can be found fine-tuning his
game in amateur men's leagues. Two summers ago he split time between the Eastern
Maine Amateur BasebalI League and the Portland Twi-Light League.Lastsummer he played
for the New York Knickerbockers in the Northeast Collegiate League.

The future is bright
"I think there's been
some stirring around
If Turner keeps pounding the ball like he
plate
the
up"
"Loading
been lately, he may end up in a majorhas
about him. I think people
league uniform someday.Kostacopoulos said
Kostacopoulos credited assistant coach scouts have called and asked about Turner and
are realizing,'Hey,this
Mike Coutts with the success Turner and the bounced his name around the scouting circles.
kid from Maine can hit." other Maine hitters have enjoyed this spring. "I think there's been some stirring around
Coutts has done a greatjob prepar- about him," Kostacopoulos said. "I think
- Maine head coach Paul ing"Coach
them mentally," Kostacopoulos said. "I people are realizing,'Hey,this kid from Maine
think a lot ofpeople don't realize that hitting is can hit.—
Kostacopoulos.
Turner, who majors in parks, recrevery difficult and the mental approach is so,so
ation and tourism and is on schedule to
important."
graduate next May,said playing pro basefrom
Coutts'
has
said
benefited
He
Turner
throw around Sheedy to getCaiazzo,oraround
at
plate.
ball has always been in the back of his of
teaching the concept "loading" the
Caiazzo to get to Turner.
"It is a lot easier to hit when you have four, The idea is for the hitter to move his hands back mind, but he has tried to avoid putting all
five or six guys hitting the ball well," Turner when the pitch is thrown to add more momen- his eggs in one basket.
"I feel lucky because I am interested in
said. "It wears on the pitcher, and they're tum to the swing.
"We've been working on (loading), even what I'm studying and I feel pretty confident
conscious about trying not to put people on
base and trying to throw strikes. You getto see it's subtle or if it's a really big movement,it's that even if I wasn't able to play baseball
good pitches to hit and everyone feeds off it." just getting some movement back before you after college I will be happy with my caAccording to Warner,the hot hitting ofthis goforward,"explained Turner,who wasonthe reer," Turner said. "It's kind of a no-lose
year's Maine team has been anticipated since second team All-North Atlantic Conference situation, you know. I may have the chance
they all arrived here three and four years ago. (now America East) last season after hitting to play baseball and that would be great, but
"These are guys that have shown flashes of .281 with eight homers and 27 RBIs."It's been if I don't it won't be the end of the world for
power in the past and might have a weekend good for me and it helps me stay back, have a me.!guessI'mjust an optimist about things."

•apar tments•
Orono apts for Fall 97, Eff, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, house. Walking distance to
campus 866-2516/941-9113
Orono apts showing + leasing eff,3
bed apts heat + hot water elf start
at 200 also summer rentals great
rates 827-7231
Old Town Large 4 or 5 br house
$850 plus utilities excel condition
lease + security w/dryer hookup
827-3780
10 min. to UM. All utilities inc.
$200 per moth, located in Bradley.
Call 207-339-2043
Summer sublet with option to rent
$275 OBO all util incl good for
serious student. Call 866-5813
Townhouse walking to UMO
Washer/dryer w/w taking dep
for May/Sept 4 per unit 235.00
Call 8437943 pager 823 9968
For Rent in June 3+4 Bedroom Apts.,
1/2 mile from campus, Chem-free,
no pets. Call 866-3785.
Bradley, Ig/well maintained 1 br
apts 8 miles from campus from
$300/mo + utilities. Must meet
certain income guidelines sec dep/
30 day lease EHO 827-7998
Available for sublet May-Aug. Large
4 br apt Main St. Orono w/parking
bus rt. $750/mo util not incl Call
866-0635

Summer Sublet w/option to rent
in fall #15 Washburn 2BR, 'IBA,
basement, deck. NO PETS. Available Mid May-Aug. $560/mo. +
elect. 866-2388
Spring is here! Don't wait till
Fall...Need an Apt? Just give
us a call! 30 day lease! 8664300 EHO
Roommate needed: extra
large bdrm. greenhouse, dishwasher, washer/dryer avail.
$235 mo. util included 8275458 available May 1st.
Hits the bomb in Orono summer bliss 3-4 bdrms wshr/dryr/
all util inc. Sweetest kitchen
pristene 866-JUDY
3 bedroom apt all utilities paid
washer-dryer-dishwasher, new
greenhouse. Call 947-4072

3 bedroom apt all utilities paid washdryer dishwasher in Old Town call
847-4072
Housemate wanted May-Aug
Bangor2BR housefullyfurnished
no pets $300 Call 941-6506
Bangor large 1 br apt $360 heat +
hw included lease + sec needed
173 Ohio Street 827-3780

Orono large 5 br apt heat+hw
included $1000 lease + security good condition 827-3780
washer-dryer hookup
Summer Sublet sunny big apt.
Orono 2 bdrm, screened porch,
backyard is river, 450+utilities. 581-6308

Old Town 2 Bdrm upstairs spacious, clean, w/d hup, busline,
avail. in May $450+util X2524
or 866-3844

Orono large 5 br 3 bath apt
heat+hw included $1000 a
month security+lease good condition 827-3780

Old Town- 2&3 bdr apts. well kept
& lg. HT/HW inc. 1 yr lease avail
6/1 & 7/1. $495/$695. W/D on
prm. 827-7492

Orono. Washburn Place Apts.
149 Park St. Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. 1 bath, heat, water,
sewer incl. NO Pets. Sec Dep,
Lease req. $600. Call 945-6955.
TAKING APPLICATION NOW.

Old Town large 3 br $675 heat
+ hw inc. exc condition w/ dryer
hookup sec + lease available 8/
15 827-3780

Old Town 2 Bdrm $450 heated
2nd fl high ceilings, big windows.
Avail May 15. 339 So. Main St.
Pets 866-2875

Old Town large 4 bedroom house
$850. a month heat+h/w incl lease
+ security modern good condition
827-3780

Orono 2 bdrm in nicely renovated
brick bldg. No smoking, no pets
$525 heated. 40 Middle St. avl.
May 8662875

Orono Townhouse 2Bed, 2Ba.
Mod Kit, Livrm, Deck. Base. monitor, lease, ref, dep. Av 7/97 650/
mo Ph/Fax 207-799-1401

Orono seek resp m/f to share great
4 bdrm 3 bth hse cble deck w/d
pkng walk to UMO 250 incl all
8660611

5UMMERRENTALSMY—ROOM
FOR RENT LARGE BEDROOM IN
3BEDROOM APT. CLOSE TO UM
$200-5250. ALL 827-6212

Furnished rooms 2 minute walk
to campus. Clean quiet. 866
2816 & 7888
Orono
Furnished apts
available immed or for
Fall 1 & 2 bdrs walking
to
campus
distance
heated parking 866 2816.
2 bdrm apt for summer sublet ay.
May. 15- Washburn Place, ht&ht
water inc. obo. Call 866-2750
Park Place 2 br, 2 baths, heat & h/
w incl. Full cellar for storage.
$600/mo + dep. Lease May-June
Call Lou at 866-4487

Old Town LaBree Apts renting
1,2, and 3 bdrm heated, ex cond
from $350-550. Call 827-5483
2BR all electric ranch, Sebec,
lake view, 2 acres, furnished,
fireplace. garage, lease Sep-Jun.
$350 monthly. Steve Haley, 334
Thomas Butler Rd. Tallahassee,
FL 32308/904-216-1764
Roommate wanted to share house
right next to campus. Hdwd floors,
wsher/dryer. Room has cable h-up.
All amenities. $250+utils. Call
866-2443
Orono apts for rent 2 bedrm. Also
5 bedrm house. Call 866-2237
Old Town 2 bdrm apts heat+ hot
water inc from $475/mo. 827-7231
Old Town- Newly remodeled apts
with heat/hw incl. Call 827-7002
Old Town- whole house or 2
apts, 3 bdr $450 2bdr $300 heat
+ util not incl. coin-op laundry,
storage 827-5915
2 3br apts in downtown Orono. Lr,
Dr, Hw floors. Avail. 9-1-97. Call
Today! 866-5571 and ask for Loni
Old Town 1st floor. Newly redone 1
bdr. Heat hot water incl. $375+
dep. No pets 827-2015 or 827-7946
Old Town large 3 bdr. Heat & hot
water incl. $600+ dep. No pets.
827-2015 or 827-7946
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• Golf

Woods'caddy 'Fluff' was a star at Lawrence
FAIRFIELD,Maine(AP)—The burly exMainer with the big white mustache who carried Tiger Woods' golf bag during his recordsmashing victory in the Masters tournament is
becoming a celebrity in his own right.
A sporting goods shop in Fairfield, where
Mike "Fluff'Cowan wentto high school,has
begun selling golf balls named for Woods'
caddie.
"Ijust got them in today," Harold Joseph,
owner of Joseph's Clothing and Sporting
Goods, said Wednesday. "They say 'Mike
Cowan' in sort of a semicircle, and right
through the center,in green,is'Fluff on it,and

then it says 'Pro Caddie' on the bottom."
Cowan,a 1966graduate ofLawrence High
School, was heavily involved in schoolboy
sports.
"He was a heck of an athlete," Joseph
recalled."At Lawrence,he was a quarterback
in football — he had no speed — and in
baseball he was a catcher.In basketball,he was
what they call a point guard today. He set up
real well."
Although he is a caddie by profession,
Cowan is a golfer with a three handicap who
is acclaimed for his teaching skills, according to Joseph.

help
wanted

Residential Life Assistant: manage
Want to make big money? an international house for students
Graiver Realty Group in Portland is studying at the Intensive English Instilooking for motivated salespeople. tute. Mature, responsible, detail oriHuge commissions. Work full or ented person with strong communipart-time. Call 827-1078
cation skills and demonstrated crosscultural sensitivity sought. Work study
Summer Clerical Position: Genpreferred,$1000 plusfree a pa rtment.
eral office support needed in busy,
Submit a resume and 3 references to
dynamic office. Mature, responDudley Doane, 581-3895, 206B
sible, detail oriented person to
Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
work at the Intensive English Institute. Requires: computer skills
with attention to detail and accu- Sports Marketing Rep wanted! If you
racy, telephone skills, copying and love GOLF & $ call us! If you are a
filing. Work study preferred. motivated individual & would love
$4.75/hr. Contact Catherine some sales & marketing experience
with Sporting Goods Manufacturer,
Metivier at 1E1 581-3821.
call us! 800.973.3268.
Tutoring/assisting with BUA 350,
335, and CHF 351. $5.00/hour.
Call Bill Picard at 1-7170.

Activities Assistant: Assist with airport pickups, orientation and social/
cultural activities. Mature, responSummer Job6220 pr week+room sible, detail oriented person with
and board. The earliest you apply strong communication skills and demthe better chance of getting the onstrated cross-cultural sensitivity
job! Call Bill Picard at 581-7170 as sought. Valid Maine driver's license
soon as you can for more informa- required. Work study preferred,
tion about the job, and/or look at $5.70/hr. Submit resume and 3 refmy new web page at http:// erences to Dudley Doane,581-3895,
www.umcs.maine.edu/ 206B Hannibal Hamlin Hall.
-captainp/
GREAT SUMMER JOB IN
MAINE Top rated boys sports
camp. Counselors to teach/
coach all sports: tennis, basketball, baseball, hockey, waterfront, rock climbing, general counselor and more. Play
sports!
Have fun! Save
money! Call tollfree (888)8448080 or
apply online
www.campcedar.com/cedar
200 Summer jobs left: NY, PA,
Maine. Teach/summer campsswimming (WSI/LGT), sailing,
windsurfing, canoe, water-ski, tennis, arts/crafts, baseball, basketball,
gymnastics, outdoor educ. Piano
accompanist, Arlene Streisand 1800-443-6428

WANTED: Bright, creative, punctual, organized, open-minded students with good communication
skills for challenging positions in
Peer Education. The Peer Educator
Program is accepting applications
foe the 1997-98 academic year.
Duties include developing and presenting workshops as well as creating and distributing educational
posters, pamphlets and more.
These are paid positions requiring
approximately 15 hours a week
(work-study and work-merit a big
plus). Applications available in
Room 12 of Cutler Health Center. If
you have any questions please call
581-4561 today! Applications will
be accepted until May 5th, but
don't wait...limited number of positions available.

Woods turned pro and needed a caddie, he
got in touch with Cowan.
"In the beginning, it was simply a fill-in
thing for me.Just the fact ofbeing able to work
was great," he said.
Cowan says it turned out wonderfully.
"He's a great kid — I like him
lot," Cowan said. "He's pretty much
true gentleman."

Nuatzta

Volunteer.

Atmericcirt Hatakcart
Associcitllort

stop by
the 4th floor chadbourne hall for your
classified ad

classifieds
Assist chief, student aid program:
$2000/yr 4-5 hrs/week flexible.
skills: office, homemaker/handyman, IRS matters. Resume: US
PO Box 71, Orono

"I understand he probably is aboutthe best
instructor around. He can watch you swing,
and tell you what you're doing," Joseph said.
Cowan, 49, of Columbus, Ohio, said his
association with Woods started when he was
called in on a temporary basis.
"I worked for Peter Jacobsen for almost
19 years. He was hurt last fall and wasn't
planning on playing," Cowan said. When

Business opportunity- Big money
awaits motivated, outgoing people.
Don't wait- call Amy @ 866-5748
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED:
Swimming; Canoeing; Boating; Archery; Gymnastics; Photography;
Weaving; Tennis; Hiking Trips(21 and
older); Asst. Head Counselor; Arts
and Crafts; Ceramics; Office for 6/148/10for all girls residential camp,one
hour from Portland. Call or write:
Anne Fritts, c/o Camp Arcadia, New
Vernon, NJ 07976(201)538-5409

personals
Congratulations Amelia, Kelly,
Heather, Frannie, Rhonda and Lori,
our AM new initiates!
Hey Radulski, it only took 5 years!
Now welcome to the real world.

for
sale
For Sale 27" color floor model RCA
Television. Paid $850.00 2 yrs. old
$400.00 takes it. Gary L. Martin 8270279 between 10:00am + 11:15pm.
1991 Pontiac Grand Am 4 doors
black runsgreat new breaks body needs
a little repair $3200. Call 866-0862

Carfor sale runs great/good shape
clean/reliable transportation. Call
581-8920 best offer/must sell
Orono, prime professional, up
to 13,000sq. feet space. Available July 1. Call 866-4425
between 8am-5pm

Miscellaneous
White Water Rafting Trip!!!!
Penobscot River, April 27th, Cost
$77, Contact Joe Cousins at 5817626 for more information.
WHITEWATER RAFTING IN MAINE!
Student group discounts for April +
May. Unicorn Outdoor Adventures
800-UNICORN.
DR- It's called Stephen King Movie
Madness. He may be there in
person to kick it off @8pm. See
you there. -JR
JOIN THE SUPER BLUE-GREEN
DESIGN SCIENCE REVOLUTION!
Play the World Game 4/22.
http://ume.maine.edu/
-Ea rthwk/DOME/REVOLUTION.
'YOU GO MAINE.
Catch the Rainbow Medicine
Show featuring Ralph Nader, Bill
Linnell of Safer/Cheaper Power 4/
24 3pm MCA

A MUST FOR ANYONE SEEKING FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE! 1-800-263-6495 Ext.
F50676 (We are a research &
1990 Toyota 2wd, p-up,85K,5spd, publishing company).
fiberglass cap, cellular ready, no
rust. $5300 OBO 827-7341 Rob
Europe $169 OW Mexico/
Owner financing for this huge 3 Caribbean $189 RT &
level Townhouse in Orono. Low World Wide Destinations
down pay. $59,900. Call soon 827- Cheap!! IF YOU CAN BEAT
THESE PRICES START YOUR
1078 3 BR, 1 1/2 Bath.
OWN DAMN AIRLINE. AirTech, Ltd. 21 2/2 19-7000
Power Mac 7100/66,80MB,Ram, info@aerotech.com http:/
250MB HD, lots of extras. $1,400, /campus.net/aerotech
call 866-2713 ask for Skeets.

88 Subaru GL 4WD 124,000 Hiway
miles many new parts/work done$3700
OBO Call for more info. 866-2791

Join STUDENT ENVIRONMENTAL
ACTION COALITION! We meet
Thursdays at 4pm in the Hamm
Room in the Union.
JP- I heard Stephen King was coming to the BIG SCREEN the night
before Maine Day at the Alfond
Arena. Any clue? -DR
Stephen King is coming to the Blu
SCREEN with a little help from SAA
and ROC. See ad page 3.
Anxious? Unintended pregnancy?
We'll help. Free Pregnancy Test
942-1611
Money for College We can
help you obtain funding.
Thousands of awards available
to all students. Immediate
qualification 1-800-651-3393

lost &
found
Lost Doc Marten shoe, somewhere along the roadside to MCA
please! if found, call 581-6344
Lost gold chain with mother and
child charm near Memorial Union.
Great sentimental value. If found,
call 581-1741 or 942-1928.
Memorial Union Lost & Found
items: Jewelry, eye/sun glasses,
watch, contacts, computer discs,
scarfs, mittens/gloves, hates, umbrella, books, pencil case, VCR tape,
video remote, makeup case, ONE
SNEAKER, etc. Please stop by the
Information Center at the Union to
identify and claim.
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